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ABBIE OAKES BRYSON
Abbie Oakes Bryson. widow oi' tin*
late John Bryson. dit*d at law homo or.
Green stroot. Ttiosday, Juno l.'lth, at
tiio ago of 77 yoars.
Mrs. Bryson was a native* of Exeter
.Maino, and has boon it rosidont of
Houlton for nearly r>u yoars, coming
htjro with her hnshiind from Haynesvillep Maino.
During lior long rosidonoo horo Mrs.
Bryson Inis soon many ohangos in tin*
town.
Slio has until rooont yo;trs
takon an active part in the affairs of
the Baptist church. She was a momj)el. 0 jorder of tin* Eastern Star,
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GOVERNOR BAXTER
IS RENOMINATED
Rain Interferes With Large Vote Except Where the
Contests Were Local

U. S. Senator Hale Wins Primary Election

11 >11 ti 11 r*11111M1111; M!: c11 rm : 1111: 1111: r

GYPSIES TRAVEL IN STATE

25

EXPERIENCES
OF A LOCAL
nSHERMAN

Two Hudson, two Cadillacs, one
Fierce Arrow, and one Packard car
served as the unostentatious means o*'
conveying a party of gypsies through
Houlton Monday afternoon. They in
tended to stop, hut were requested by
Chief of Police Hogan to move on.
All cars were licensed in the state
of Michigan hut where* the party hail
ed from or wither it was hound could
not 1m* ascertained. It is not safe to
say how many men. women and
children there was in tin* entire* party
as they were* sandwiched in among the
miscellaneous assortment of baggage
We an* firmly convinced that this
in the car in all manners. Each car is a rotten world for any one blessed
was equipped with tent poles, tents with a love for chasing “ fin and fur”
and blankets as though it was the but cursed with a pocket book which
custom to stop wherever night over looks as though Ed Grant has used it
took them. This evidence was further in the capacity of an Ostermoor.
corroborated by the fact that one or
The writer, if he had the time and
two of the cars were* totally devoid of
money, would be just as ardent a
headlights.
pursurer of the speckled trout and
The cars were in very had condition '
spotted salmon as Warren Leighton is
hut judging from tin* load which they
in pursuit of a Royal Hush. But alas,
carried it is not to be wondered at. It '
neither time nor coin of the realm is
was said that om* of the men in the ;
available. Three years ago, (which
party was selling stock in a gold mine:
doesn’t seem like more than ten) we
in Michigan, hut this not at all certain. :
resigned as watch dog of the Treasury,
It is rather doubtful if he could have)
submitting the nation to the danger of
gotten rid of much stock in Houlton j
going to perdition under the Demo
unless the amount by weight of the!
crats and Frank Peabody, and enlist
product of the mine went with the
ed under the banner of Buffalo Brown,
stock.
'

With a Personal Introduction
by “Kelley” of the
TIMES Staff

It has always boon the custom ot
people living in this section to go and in which she took a grout interest.
Returns from tin* State
lea rued at tie* ti e* eif ge-.ing fi press.
come from Houlton to New Brunswick
Mrs. Bryson was a most excellent election in Maine indicate tl:
U. S. Senator
County
Houlton
along the St. John river, both going
neighbor, as many can testify, always of Percival B. Baxter, the present 1>a vi.*s
29
north and south from Woodstock, as
ready to help in any way those in Governor, over Higgins and Beering Gimrusi y
2 eij S
216
well as to Fredericton and St. John,
sickness or trouble, and she will bo by a large majority, while Frederick Hal**
f.-l
274 4
to travel by automobile, without get
sincerely missed by those with whom Hah*, the present l\ S. Senator, ha: 1 Governor
ting a permit from the Canadian
she associated.
Since the marriage won over Guernsey and Davits by | Baxter
34NS
r.r.s
government, which the law requires.
of her only grandson, Oakes Bryson, similar pluralities. The vote for State I )ee*ring
14Ns
12 u
Recently a Houlton man went to
she has been tenderly eared for by Auditor is uncertain at the present : Higgins
24.',
s74
St. John and stopped over night and
1
him and his wife who have ministered time, Hayford leading over his two
| State Auditor
the next day his car was seized and
to her comfort in her declining years. ' opponents.
14e.3
173
it cost him $350. to get it back. The
In Houlton the Primary election was | Bragdori
Her surviving relatives are her
Hayford
1615
officers were carrying out the law to
215
livelier
than
for
a
number
of
years
and
the letter and while this gentleman ‘ &r» n(lson Oakes Bryson, tw o nieces
Morrill
1269
3i(2
despite the rain, which fell inter
was violating the law, yet it never has ^Iiss A(,die Teague of Waiien, Me., mittently during the time that the Representative to Congress
been the custom to trouble any cars Miss Abbie Blod« ett of Ganliner Me., ; polls were open, a large vote was cast Hers<*y
SIS
from this section or even from Maine and on<^ nePho\v, hrank E. Oakes of in Houlton and a normal vote in other State Senators
going into New Brunswick for one or i (ed ar Orove, Me.
Powers
758
7623
places.
two or even three days.
j Funeral services were held Thurs4173
390
There were no contests in the vote Huss<*y
to teach him and Lefty Lunt how to
In conversation with Hon. G eorge1day afternoon from her late home. for Clerk of Courts, County Treasurer, Benn
3S7S
454
Mr*. Kiehnnl O p ie T a g been thtg combine fish lankage and sawdust
Balmain the Customs official In Wood- Rev. Henry C. Speed conducted the Register of Deeds and Representative Snow
3194
119
r . « * Of her Sister Mrs. Fred \v. Mann i from B ryso n * mill and grow potatoes
stock, he informed the TIMES that it service, burial being made in the to the Legislature as well as Repre Wilson
2312
161
j bigger than Fred Hall could do with
for a short time.
has never been his policy to be un- j family lot in Evergreen cemetery.
2132
93
sentative to Congress Ira G. Hrrsey, Bragdon
|Bradley’s.
reasonable In enforcing the law and
---------------1ti4
1S2S
and the respective candidates were Farnsw^rt h
"B. H.” promised that any time that
that if cars from this section wished
elected. There were other contests in Clerk of Courts
I
troutitis
rash broke out on our divine
at any time to visit his section, that
9'M*
which Houlton men figured prominent Fla rk
|
form,
we
should drop pen and wheel
they could come and go unsolested
ly, Ed Grant was nominated
for County Treasurer
barrow truck instanter and hie our
tor a day or two, but that If they
I
.
N
■
>
Sheriff, Herschel Shaw for County Hume*
selves to the fastnesses of the finny
intended to stay more than that
Register of Deeds
Attorney.
fish. He lied something scandalous.
Large
Number
of
Friends
and
Rela
that they should report to the Customs Local School Wins Deciding Game
7^2
The vote for Senators shows, as far Kidder
He
won't even let us stop and look in
tives
Attend
Senior
Last
From the Fast Fort Fairfield
officials at point of entry and get a
in at the time Sheriff
as returns have * com** ii
at
the
Putnam Hardware Company’s
Chapel
on
Monday
High
T
eam
—
14-13
permit for which there is no charge,
of going to Vires;>, that IN wers. Hussey j Burns
window after Harry Perry has deco
and which would obviate any difficul-------N52
and Bonn a re nominate •<i. For Countyi Grant
Despite
the*
most
unfavorable rated it with Parmaehenee Belles and
ty.
Houlton High School became tin*
;>r( '
Commissioner Tlmrloug; i seems to ' Tl;il)od**a u
First
Baptist
church was ! Cupsuptic Spinners. He keeps me and
weather
the
Canadian cars come to Houlton by scholastic baseball champs of Aroos- lead over York by al ><>!it Dion.
1C-; Weed
]u7
its
doors
Sunday
night j Skinny Howe with our facial procrmvde-d
to
the hundreds many times a week and , took county when they got the long turns from tlie* se*vei'itl small towns : County Attorney
when Rev. Benjamin Beatty of Water* turbanoes right on the old grindstone
the Customs officials have never done end of a 14 to 13 score against the may change* t fie result a^
Shaw
779
villc
delivered
the Baccalaureate ! a11 the time» an(1 jt seems, the better
anything to prevent them from coming i fast Fort Fairfield nine, here last figuivs go.
Small
171
sermon before the graduating class o f ! the trout and salmon are Fletcherizto Maine for a day or two any more Wednesday afternoon.
Despite the
:ed about County Commissioner
Tile* l)**moet’a t Vote a v
Rick-er Classical Institute.
ing, the harder we have to press our
than will happen in Mr. Balmain's fact of the large score and the numer- l>0 with M. H. Peabody, candidate for 'I'll urlnugh
:. 4*1s
2-i 3
Dr.
Beatty
delivered
a
most
stirring
beaks on the carborundum. It is a
territory. Houlton officials told the ous hitting bees and errors, the game Sheriff, leading in Houlton with *'.9 York
2m72
4N9
appeal to the class, his subject being I bit harder on brother Leon for, even
TIMES that they would not stoop to furnished frequent thrills to keep the vot es.
I )a igfi*
143.1
124
"Quit Ye Like Men." He* advised the though the nasal organ owned and
anything so small as to seize a car spectators on their toes and it was not
The following gives the vote nf the
class to c hoose* a vocation and then I directed by “ours truly" stretches
coming from New Brunswick if they all over until the last of tin* ninth countv and Houlton as far as eeuhl he
to
apply themse lves heart and soul to ' farther toward the horizon, there are
wished to come one day and return : when Ira Bagnall poled out a neat
tit themselves for life's battle.
about 82 more sections in Skinny’s
the next, and yet the same law applies single breaking a 13 to 1.1 fie
Seated upon the* platform were the spinal column.
to Canadian cars coming to Maine as by allowing Mickey McC'Inskey to
member.th* Ministers Association
This season it has been worse than
Maine cars going into New Brunswick, scamper home with the deciding tally. , The* annual observ a ne»* of Flag Hay
"'I'.,* Houlton High :School Sophoin tl e ,I* v o t i u n a l ser ever before. We haven't had a chance
The moral ot this information is
Both teams got a pair of inns in fiy tin* Houlton Loe Ige e>f Flks took more.* Declamation on Tiii*sda y e v*■n- 'a :..'
to even wash our feet this spring, let
that if a man wishes to drive to the the first inning. Houlton added two place at tfiedr lioim ' Oil Main stre<*t ing w; is largely att.'ml ,*d by friends vice.
Music
by
11.•
*
Glee
Club
and
alone chase the elusive “ salmonica
R.
('.
I
St. John river for a day's trip it is not more jn t]„. second and tin* hoys from last Wednesday eve nine with impivs- of the* school.
a seil* i by Mr. Ivves comprised the* fontinalibi."
And we have “ riggin"
absolutely necessary to get a permit, the Fort event d it up in the fourth sive exercises, musie * ami1 speaking.
Tin* program was of unusua I merit
program.
galore. Bill Fullerton gave us a dandy
but if he is going to Fredericton and an,i got a one nm p-ad. Houlton
The exercises opened with the play consisting of Hi numbers. The* class,
Tie* da.*
uumlmred 21 bovs and split bamboozled fly rod if we would
back in the same day or to stay over (.-nine „ ut (,f the coma in the fifth ing of the “Star Spangled Banner" by 7" in number, marched into the hall
girls
about
eeiually divided.
After keep quiet about his various affairs
night or to St. John it would he much session when thirteen men faced the* orchestra followed by the intro and were seated in the body of tin*
tie*
class
was
seated
til**
marshal
when travelling incognito and alone,
safer to get a permit at Richmond Acliorn. In al , eight hits, including ductory exercises by Exalted Huh']' hall, those* having a part in tinthan to take the chance of paying a three doubles by the Bagnall brothers Albert G. Merritt and the officers of program taking seats upon tin* stage. Paul Logit* '22. made the announce- and we also have a Bristol steel rod
im-nts for th** weeks commencement presented by admirng females of the
stiff fine.
and Jim Peabody, were secured for a the lodge.
Th** judges of tin* cont**st wen* Mrs.
exercises to which all were* invited to city of Fredericton, to say nothing of
It is thought that this treatment of total of nine runs,
Braver by the chaplain was follow Fred E. Hall. Mrs. Margaret Penningthe tackle that has stuck to our cloththe Houlton man in St. John was the
Evidently this was considered a safe ed hv an excellent vocal solo by Mr. ton and Mr. E. L. Clevelaml, who ac t atte nd.
The Se niors *>: R. (\ l. held their j ing when chatting with Jason Hassell
work of some officious officer who 1margin for the Houlton hoys straight- Phillip Dempsey.
ed as spokesman for the judges.
last * Impel Monday morning at 8.30 j or Horace Hughes.
wished to show his authority, rather way subsided. However the visitors,
past Exalted Ruler, Brother Harrv
Mr. Cleveland in announcing tin*
than to think that it was the orders , were not to be so easily worsted Get- yj Briggs then gave the history of decision of tin* prize winners said o'c loc k b**t'oro a large number o f 1 We were just getting reconciled to
from his superior; if it was it would ting two in their half of the fifth, two the flag, after which came the Altar that he was sorry that there* were friends and relatives. Wording hall a life of unremitting toil in the capaseem as though he was using rather jn the seventh and four in the open- Service* by the officers of the* lodge, only four prizes to award as it was a was He*orated with navy blue and ! city of a blood, bone and potash hound,
white*, tin* class colors. The Seniors,! when we get a four page letter from
poor judgment.
ing half of the ninth they tied the*
The Elks tribute to the* flag was most difficult matt**r to decide*. Howscore. Things looked rather dubious ahlv given by Bast Exalted Ruler. eve*r. the* final decision was as follows; with th**ir gray caps and gowns, were I a curly haired old ex-convict whom, in
Among other attractions at the at the start of the last half of the last
marshalled to th**ir seats by the ; a period of mental aberration we once
Brother Herschel Shaw, and then 1st prize for girls. Mary C. Hilling;
Fourth and Fifth of July celebration inning. A heated argument held up
marshall Paul Logie '23. To the tune j regarded as a friend. The freckled
came a rendition of Patriotic Ail by 2nd prize for girls, Adelie Carter; 1st
in Houlton will be running races and the game for a time, but when this j (ju, orchestra.
of Wake, Freshman. Wake, the fresh-j faced old crook is over in God’s
prize for hoys. Horace W. Mooers; 2nd
men were marshalled to their seats, country on the banks of the Miramichi
hurdle races to be taken part in by was settled it seemed to have a dis- ' The climax of the evening was the
prize* for boys, Wenda.ll Ward.
Mrs. Glen Marshall, Mrs. Merle Ride quieting effect on the batting eyes o f ' patriotic address by Bast Exalted
Mahlon Crouse*, ehaplin, read the [ recuperating and trying to lard over
Following is the program as given:
scripture* and offereel prayer, follow-j his old frame so he will look like a
out. Miss Lydia Rideout and others.
the boys. Zefce Bagnall connected, Ruler, Brother James M. Gillin of
Musi**, high school orchestra; Lin
e*d by singing the Ricker hymn.
, human being and be able to sell as
Second Lieut. William Jenkins, but Stewart was sitting under it when ,Bangor Lodge*, No. 244.
coln at Gettysburg, Elmer L. Kinney;
Clarence*
Passmore,
president,
gave
much Essex as Frank Rhoda does
Sergt. Herschel Peabody, and privates it came down. Mickey got a neat
Mr. Gillin is a ve ryable* and
When Love and Duty Me**t. Mary
a short adelress anel conducted the rest Bison.
Carl Van Tasel, Harry Wilson and single but Stone to Finnemore a c - : n,aKnetic speaker, handling his sub- Ellis Nichols, Adelie Carter; Liberty
of the* ’program.
| He used to be a friend you could tie
Arnold Stone of the 152nd Field counted for Jim Peabody. Hope seem-| j«.r t in a thorough sc holarly manner and Fnion. Daniel Webster. Weston
The* Class Will by Hope Adams was : to, and when he told you anything you
Artillery left Saturday morning for |ed about to depart when Ira Bagnall j an(] holding the undivide**! attention W. Ate bison; Serenade. Sophomore
listened to with a great deal of inter-1 only had to divide it by two to arrive
Augusta*) from where Peabody and faced Achorn, with two men away. ; „f his audience* by the* sheer force*
of quartet: MaryElizabeth. Anon.
Phvlest.
j at the truth, thereby having the edge
Van Tasel will drive two army trucks The big boy took a healthy swing and j his speaking voice*.
lis M.Ingraham;
The*Vision of War,
Singing “ Litoria."
|on Norris Estabrook by about fifty
through to Camp Devens with supplies then fouled. Two balls were called;
The theme of tin* address was. in Robert
Ingersoll.
Wendell Ward;
Prese
ntation
of
gifts
by
Geo.
Roach,
|
percent.' Now, that spot in his old
for the Officers-training camp which is ;and hope took another downward j keeping with the occasion, a tribute to Selection from The Courtship of Miles
which
included
a
short
original
poem,
'
!
■
curlyCued
dome, known as the brain
starting this week.
plunge. - The fifth ball served up seem-1 the flag. Opening, the speaker ex- Standish, •H. W. Longfellow, Marion
brought forth much laughter.
* In a normal human, is so distorted
Lloyd Berrle was a passenger on ed to be what he had been waiting for j pressed a thought embodying Anieri- E. Berry; Mark Anthony's speech to
Mr. Withani presented the following : that he lies awake of nights trying to
murder
of
the southbound train Saturday morn and they leaned on it nicely driving |<anism in all its phases and which the people after the
boys with the letter " R “ won in j think of ways to tortiye his betters,
ing for Portland where he will Join In the winning run and seeing up the ’ should make every citizen a small Caesar, William Shakespeare, Horace athletics. Two of the hoys winning |Hence, this letter which we are sub
the dance orchestra Jack Reids Har game and the county championship j town proud of his residence. He ex- W. Mooers; solo, Vcta Doak; The letters are* the honor men of the mitting. The worst of it is, we believe
season.
jpressed his pleasure at coming to Americanizing of Andre* Francois.
mony Hounds, with whom he will for thesecondconsecutive
McCluskey
and
Bagnall
were
the
! Houlton because lie said the Hotil- Stella Herron, Mary Hilling; Address senior class. Bither. Dufour, Logie, each word of the epistle is true for
play during the summer. It is the
big
stick
artists,
both
getting
fo
u
r!
tons are the oases in this great to the* Bunker Hill Veterans, Daniel Roach. Tracy, Jones and Hannan. The ! the old Turk surely can take a little
plan of the manager of the orchestra
basket hall girls winning letters are split bamboo and make it stand up on
hits.
i country. The Unite**! States must Webster, Kenneth (). Anderson; A
to leave Portland and work North.
tin*
Misses Watson. Logie and Porter. its hind legs and howl and he’s in the
The score by innings:
!draw on the Houltons within its Day of Precious Penalties, Marion
Their first engagement 1n Houlton will
In behalf of the freshmen, Earl country where Noah got his two trout
R H E borders to endure and keep waving Hill, Louise A. Taber; music; report
be on July 4 and 5 when they will play
Curtis, president of the class of '25,
Fort Fairfield
|forever gloriously aloft, the
Star of judges; out going march, music by
for dances at Crescent Park.
(Continued on Page 4)
presented the school with the class
2 0 0 3 2 0 2 0 4 -13 10 4 ;^pangled
banner,
“ conceived
by high school orchestra.
gift,
a
beautiful
picture
called
"Appeal
Houlton 2 0 2 0 9 0 0 0 1 -14 16 11 : Washington, saved by Lincoln, upheld
A Western picture that is a hum to the Great Spirit.”
• Batteries for Houlton, McCluskey by Roosevelt and made immortal by
Hon. Chas. P. Barnes, one of the
mer with four stars will he shown at
? aqd Bagnall; for Fort Fairfield, Achorn the doughboys In the Great War."
school
trustees, in a few fitting re
It is the duty of every American the Temple next Tuesday, Franklyn
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sutter, self styled
A report from Boston says racing and Stewart
marks thanked the class for this gift.
Farnum,
All
Hart,
Francis
Ford
and
citizen
to
aid
in
keeping
unsullied
the
“Adam
and Eve” returned to Houlton
"
in the rain at Combination P&rk
The singing of America and the two
Mrs. Florence Powers has been in flag which has never been trampled "Short" Hamilton.
A story of a
last Tuesday for a brief stay.
recently the Iree-for-all pacers
Augusta
days visiting her
finished the
in the dust by conquerors. Through “rookie" who escaped the hazards ot' classes marching out
| After coming to Houlton recently
o# In 2.07, the fastest mile in com- s|ster.ln.law jjrs Chas. P. Kinsman.
all the wars in its national history it life in the trenches and returned morning exercises,
f and being fined for violating the
petition recorded this season.
_____________
has never know defeat and arises out home just in time to run into dangers
i Game Laws o f the State, they
This noteworthy exhibition of speed
and adventures far more thrilling than
of
every
crisis
with
even
more
glory
started back to Howe Brook to conwas provided by Dan Hedgewood and
the "hell" they dished up
"over
Rockabema Lodge and Portia Re- |tinue their alloted time in the woods
came after the Athol flyer had raced
The sympathy of the community is than before.
behah Lodge I. O. O. F. held a |as per schedule, Mrs. Sutter remain
the opening heat 1n 2.08. Sharing in * ^^ctencleG to Richard Briggs in the;
In closing, the speakei eulogized there*."
('apt. Thomas P. Packard, 1st Lieut, memorial service at their hall Sun- ing at Howe Brook and Mr. Sutter
the honors was Colonel
Bidwell,who I death of his wife,
Mabel Hanson, j the great American fraternity, the
forced Hedgewood to a drive at the which occurred on Sunday from acute Benevolent and Protective Order of Waiter A. Cowan, 2nd Lieut. Wendell day afternoon which, considering the going into the woods to live as
end of the mile.
Brights disease after a week’s illness. ] Elks as the only fraternal order F Hand, 1st Sergt Eben V. Cleaves most unfavorable weather conditions, primitive man alone for three w-eeks,
finishing up his schedule which was
Dan Hedgewood’s win over the upMrs. Briggs was born in Lowell, extant which embodies in its constitu- and non-commissioned officers, Clem- was well attended
Mr. J. G. Chadwick had charge of interrupted. This time the laws of
defeated half-mile track pacer of 19211Mass., thirty-six years ago and hashion, by laws and activities the true ent Carroll, -Edward Hogan, Lawrence;
so Impressed Ira Carpenter of Patten, been married sixteen years, living on spirit of Americanism. It Is the only Iott, James Campbell, Millard Fairly., the program which consisted of the I nature being violated Mr. Sutter
Me., that he made John A. McGregor their farm on the Harkins road where ! order which has the oath of allegiance Howard Briggs, Harold Hutchinson, ritualistic ceremony by lodge officers, suffered a stomach trouble on account
Nickerson, , Earl; How.ard, j a duett by Mesdames Towers and of eating raw meat not sufficiently
a Battering offer, and it is quite likely she was much interested in her home |to the flag as its keynote. Born and Ernest
Walter
Dunphy,
Leo Moore,, Merle Hand, a solo by Mrs. Christina Hand, ripe, and the effects brought on such
and
children,
t
nd
,will
be
much
missed
^
nourished
in
Americanism
the
order
that before long the son. of Hedges
' "hhs as its mottos the very characters Hagerman, Leo Spain, Clarence Car-( aud, a very able address by Rev. A. M. suffering that he again came to Houl- :
wood Boy will be seen in Aroostook by her family and friends.
ton and bought relief from a Houlton
Besideis her husband she leaves to which are so essential to patriotic son of the 152nd Field Artillery, and |Tborppsqn. ,
coouty.
mo^rn her lops two daughters and'duty, Charity, Justice, Brotherly Love privates Leon Estabrookes, Lynwood J Owing to the heavy rain the lodge doctor.
Dunphy, Lee Frasier and Nelson Astle ( members did not make the customary
What the future plans are is not
and Fidelity;
’
1
Mrs. A- JK-- Astle and daughter Vets three sops and one stepdaughter.
—
: i:' lheld from
•
Followlhg the close the address the of the Medical detachinenf left Mom ; mgr,eh to the cemetery,Jhe grates of known, but doubtless they will' again
left Saturday night for $epttle, Wash
Funeral peryides ^were
ington, tp-.-ho gone .until September. th ^M . j£, church on Tuesday .after- afidience joined in singing Yhe Star day -night for. Camp 2.Devens, Mass,,, the deparjted tpembers * having beefi return add" try to get in the hUoted »
here they will spend, foyf
|ii^j(sjrewn wijti? flowers earlier in Jbe>dair Jf’me, in brder -fo forthef the stunt.
They will stop in Boston, Chicago and nqon, Rev. A. E. Luce officiating hhd' Spangled Baiiner and' a-Pooial h«ur of
'.training
. M (.by a delegation of members.
attempted.
viait ip California before going north. burial was in Evergreen cemetery? ‘ { dancing was enjoyed.
' •* p~ • - •'
' ■> -■
-".'-ft •
■•j ,s.j.

SEVENTY-FOURTH
COMMENCEMENT

HOULTON HIGH
WINS CHAMPIONSHIP

ELKS OBSERVE FLAG DAY

SOPHOMORE DECLAMATION

J

“PRIMITIVE LIFE” STONT
INTERRUPTED BY ILLNESS

ANOTHER. FAST ONE
FOR AROOSTOOK

7or a few

MABEL HANSON BRIGGS

ODD FELLOWS MEMORIAL
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IN TER ESTS

tween Gen. Pershing and Gen. Edwards
which after all is an intra-army dis
pute, than it is a culmination of the
jealousies between the regular army
and the national guard, which were
too intense in the A. E. F. not to have
some political consequences. All pro
fessionals, in no matter what occupa
tion are inclined to fend superior to
those who are trying to do the same
work without the same training. Be
ing men of not a little consequence in
their own walks of life, the national
guardsmen resented tlit* airs ot the
“West Pointers", and often not with
out cause. While the hostilities were
in progress the “regulars" were in tin*
saddle and the guardsmen had to
champ the hit. The old army men,
however, did not gain in popularity
through the war and even the ex-pri
vates have at least one vote each. Be
ing Gen. Pershing's aide de camp and
a member of the “Fort Leavenworth
Gang” which ruled supreme at C’haumont, Lt.-Col. Major is well adapted
His pro
for the role ol' scapegoat.
motion is a national issue. That it
should come up this summer is most
inopport line, unless the regulars want
to force a show-down. Can it not he
adjourned until after the election?
The issue should be decided in some
other form and after personal feelings
have had time to cool off. It is too
technical a matter to he decided by a
popular referendum.

Affection for one’s home town ought
not to be merely a warm and generous
sentiment, and a willingness to co
operate in public improvement, but
there should be a practical movement
of loyalty and partnership binding to
gether all the people of a community.
If the people of a city stand togeth
er in a business way, keep their money
at home, depend upon each other for
services and merchandise, that city
is going ahead a great deal faster than
if the condition does not prevail.
When you send money away trom
PUB LICITY BUREAU OPENS
home, you drain away the life blood
The far-seeing, progressive men of
of the commercial community.
Yet
set that money to circulating in some Maim*, who are behind the movement
more or less distant city, building up are to be congratulated upon the man
prosperity there.
Meanwhile your ner in which they are pushing forward
own associates and business neigh the establishment of the State of
bors have suffered from lack of your Maim* Publicity Bureau. These men
are doing everything possible to see
co-operation.
The residents of Houlton owe a that the project is launched in a way
great deal to the business men of this that will re that full credit upon the
community.
They have supported State which it is to serve. Its head
with their influence and taxes the pub quarters at Longfellow Square, in
lic improvements that give us the ad Portland, will rank as among the finest
vantages of living. They pay a good information bureaus in the country,
share of the costs of the schools, and several of the visitors from away
streets and other facilities.
It they have already made this statement.
prosper all these advantages keep im They ar** ideally located, arc* splendid
proving.
But if these business men ly designed, and superbly fitted up.
A man. or woman, is generally judg
at'** left to fight their own battle by
the act of their townspeople, tlien tlmy ed by his or h *r appearance, and a
11.
A
a iilisluneii! as
can't do much for this town. A spirit httsines:
same
of pessimism v. ill creep into n,;r bn- i- state is i; wise rat i'il in
manner, it tie* prom.ot ors of i a * State
ness relations.
A town wlii'ii* tin* people f*'**l a of Main Publicity Bureau ha picki d
Wh e r e
strong sentiment of loyalty to each out son; out of the wav stor
t d e ] ". l P P **
im
other, where they take pride in their the rent was clu
home institutions and enterprises, it with th * poor •st of fittings, stran.gwhere they patronize the home dealer ers would have imm"diat"ly decide ]
ev-ery time rather than seek fancied that Maim was a second-rate state,
advantages elsewhere, has the right Now, however. e v er y s tranger who
spirit of local patriotism. It wiil be visits tin* bureau i mmediately decides
one which is constantly gaining in in his own mind that Maim* is a
wort hwhi le state and that it is tin*
population, advantages and culture.

lmilt the other side will he left open
for traffic
Of course, this means that road con
struction will cost more and the work
will not be carried on quite so speed
ily, but the plan is easily worth every
thing that it will cost the State in
time and money.
Then 1 is something decidedly exas
perating about the word detour. Gen
erally. it means a poor road, poorly
marked and
carring tie* motorist
many miles out of his way in order to
get around a comparatively short
stretch of new construction.
After
dark it is a virtual nightmare to the
stranger, and detoiys have kept hun
dreds of thousands of dollars of touristbusiness out of Maine.
The Highway
Commission’s new
plan of operation will mean that the
stretches of highway actually under
construction will be held down to an
absolute minimum in lenght so that
vehicles traveling over them will have
only a short distance to go. in the nm

jori ty of cases only few hundred yards
at the most They will then have the
benefit of till the new roads that have
been
built
and
the
uncompleted
stretches will be no different from
what they al wa ys have been in past.
In reality the State will save money
for it lias been giving the towns large
sums to i mprove detours which were
to be used for only a few weeks, or a
few months at the most.
Many of
these roads were of minor importance
so that the money put out on them was
practically wasted for the reason that
as soon as tin* State hi ghway was
completed the detour was abandoned,
even by the strictly local traffic.
Some of last
year's construction
work, which was let on the old basis,
will have to be carried out on that plan
and the detours maintained according'
to the orginal agr eement: but as fast
as these jo'os are finished these de
tours will he eliminated and no others
will take their places.
The Highway Department in Maim*
is to he commended for taking this pro
gressive step, which will tllle:|!l so
much to the State*, ami create such a
friendly f>"*ling for it among tin* mo
torists from other part' of tin* Count rv.
GRADE

like other human beings. Some of the!
most disastorous automobilegrade
crossing accidents have occurred at
crossings where flagmen were on
duty.
One of the results of crossing “pro
tection” is to teach the public that
crossings are safe. The opposite*
should he taught. All railway, grade*
crossings are dangerous the “pro
tected” as well as the unprotected
crossings. This should be impressed
upon the minds of everybody, begin
ning with tin* children in the schools.
There are about 2!»1 grade crossings
on the Bangor and Aroostook railroad.
Ii would cost approximately six mil
lion dollars, to eliminate them by
separation of the grades. The follow
ing is quoted from the report made by
tin* Grade Crossing Committee of the
National Association of Railway and
I’tilities Commissioners at Washing
ton in November, l!)2h: “To eliminate
till grade crossings in the United
States would probably cost as much
as till the railroads in tin* United
States have cost".

Outstanding features of this ques
tion are: 1 Inability of the rai lways
to eliminate all grade crossings at
any period within present vision.
2 Tin* unreasonableness of some
communities insisting upon the rail
ways doing things for them that can
not be done at all. Every community
has its dangerous crossings.
One state could not reasonably e x
pect tin* rai lways to eliminate all of
its grade crossings, unless tin* same
thing were done in neighboring states
in till states. The sane* principle
applies to cities and towns.
Tin* ra i lwa y grade crossing prob
lem is usually considered from two
viewpoints tin* ra i lwa ys and the pub
lic*. There is the viewpoint of the
engineers and firemen, which should
be considered.
Their duties are
nerve-racking, and tin* habit of au-
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AND
THE MAJOR CASE

Whatever may be the merits of Lt.
( ’ol. Duncan Major as an tinny officer,
tiie question of his promotion at tin*
present time is a source of political
embarassment to tiie senators who
will seek re-election this Fall.
No
matter how they vote on this issue,
their hone opponents will lie able to
make political capital of their stand.
If they support tin* motion to confirm
they will l>e accused in the coming
campaign of favoring the regular army
as against the national guard. The
cry of militarism and bureaucracy wiil
he raised against them. If they vote
to keep Lt.-Col. Major in his present
rank, they will be charged with hav
ing done so for the purpose of satis
fying local political demands, with
lack of moral courage, and with crip
pling the spirit of our regular army.
The Major case is less a contest be-
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Denar* ment are carried out, and there
is every 1*1* ! SI 111 to 111 Ilev-* t hat t b**.
w ill be. Ma lie* wi 11 ; m nr * I • a still
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- MARION HARLAND’S SECRET
pttblieitv mm e ed and 12.7."
The famous writer known for al progressive and at tracti ve
injur *d
most three-quarters of a century as hcadquartc *s they very rightly reason i n a u t o m o b i l e g r a d e
*m g a '•(■ n ■nt.
.Marion Harland understood the secret that Maine must he a promv s s i vc and
in tin* United States
of staying young.
For full 74 years at t r a ct i ve place.
For t he sa m e pe r i o d t her, * wef. - lb
The Stan- of Maim* Publicity Bureau
she had been an author and the
p. m.
”1
knack of keeping the tang of youth opening last week was a great success. g r a d e cTOSS( i n g a (■c i d e n t s; mu t h e B a n g o r
never failed her either in what she The organization is rapidly being per ttrnl A r MM M o u k r: t i l r o a d i n w i : ii li 2 ]peW
fected and while mistakes and weak s u n s w
wrote or in what she did.
el *e k i l l e d a n d 5 ] x -r s, i : i s i n j t i r e d
v ' ,' 1 p. in.
She herself attributed this rare fa points will develop during tin* first of
I l u r i n g 1 !»2 1 t he! - . e W e r e B* g r ; i d " c r i >s s S " ! a U:
culty to a happy blending of religion the bureaus existence, the broad-mind
i n g a m •i d e 1a t s i i i u h i d ; ! [) e ( IpP* VVe f e
and humor.
Certain it is that the ed directors of it will set* that these
i n j u r e d . N o ' e t i n e i n e f e ; t S e i n ti n* m 1111zest for doing things never deserted are soon rectified. Now t Hat tin* bu
' "' *; ;a . m.
h e r of a c e : d e 111s .
A n a l VS i s 1o f
t h •’ ' e
her. About four years ago in an ac reau has keen established, everyone
c a s e s s■! i (i w•s t h a t i n s mi l i e
t
i
l
e
r 1S e S
1
cident, she broke her right wrist : will womb*:* how the State e ve r got
!'. t::.
c i ' o s s i n 2> ( ' m i s i d i ■red t i n * s i fe. -d a t ’" a i ■along
without
it.
1:
will,
then
lore,
forthwith at the age of SS, she began
1
; 1. Mi .
indispensible.
One
point 111 a 1! y t i l e m o s t d a n g e r mi ; :.
with the typewriter, using all of one become
<' r o s : ' i n g g a t e s d o m n c u t i r e ! y e ! i
hand and one finger of the other. Two about it must be re!ie*tnl en*d, h ow
i n i 11; * 1e a c e i *1e 111s .
I V . q d ■ In- . M1; 1e e d ' • l a.
years more and a cataract blinded her. e v er : it cannot lx* conducted without
m a t e d t o r e l y u p o n ti: 1* g a ! e t n a n i n
Did she quit work? She did not: she the hacking of people of M line. It is
s t e a d o f 1! p o u t! m i r mw ■; i f ai ■lilies. li
r. P' i I u:
began to dictate her articles. The ar financed entirely by private subscrip
t h e g a t e t n a n • *i't'*' t h. * d a n g e r
•cidor for study and expression never tions. and everyone, therefore, w h e th 
i b nt i s v e r y g r<* a t .
burned low in her heart. She had a er In* In* a "big toad", or a "little toad"
Fleet ric wa rui n g !
ellt IP
genius for homemaking: her home in the industrial and professional "pud
1y e l i m i n a t e a c i a d e i
ring ;
dle"
of
tin*
Stat*
.
inns'
do
his
part
to
was a beautiful example of what fam
! t l mn
li will mean g r e a t d e a l , a u t o i i 11 >b i
ily harmony should be. Out of her help keen it running.
In a d d i t i o n t h e r e H
la* p
sympathy with what now an* ratlu r more to his own business, man*', manv
m*i 1
hi
li'
v
i
a
nr
old-fashioned ideals, and lu*r content rimes, than tin* small sum In- will be
just at
•lit
ment with th conditions by which called upon to contribute to i s sup; or:.

fortune— only
In* would have said
Providence- had surrounded her, she
opposed tin* organized woman's move
ment of today. What rights she want
ed she took as a matter of course.
And her unceasing professional la
bors often were cited to those who
claimed that a woman who worked
could not maintain a real home.
She stayed young because she kept
her mind and heart young: the body
decayed as was inevitable; but sh**
retained so many points of contact
with the fast-moving world of affairs
that many wen* astonished to In n ”
that she had published her first novel
15 years before the civil war began
that she was an international writ *r
only two years utter, and that she had
full two-score ot titles to her eredii.
The people that counted for most in
many fields of endeavor mad** her a
consulting friend.
Her death at f*2
ends a remarkable career.
And, by
the wav, although she was horn in
Virginia, her people were New Eng
landers. established temporarily in
the Old Dominion.
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tomobilists in racing to crossings and j crossings.

darting upon the track immediately in j to the tracks and stopped in perfect
inmt of locomotives has a great ten-1 safety. That can not always be done
deucy to contuse and distress them, j with a spirited horse.
Therefore,
they do not want to be involved in j the increasing use of the automobile
accidents causing personal injury or j and the decreasing use of the horse
loss ot life. 1 hey ought to have some! should be solving the grade crossing
assurance that an automobile will be j problem, instead of making it worse,
brought to a stop before it is permit-1
We recognize there are crossings
ted to cross a railway track.
j that
should be eliminated, but the
Tin* benefits derived from the elimi crying need is for some plan of ac
nation of grade crossings by the con tion that will prevent loss of life and
struction of overhead bridges and un destruction of property in automobile
derpasses the only plan promising grade crossing accidents that can be
absolute safety-—accrue largely to the put into effect immediately.
One
public in safety and convenience. practical remedy which would cost
Therefore, when crossings are elimi but little would be to inaugurate a
nated, the expense should be divided great crusade against carelessness of
on some fair basis between the tax automobilists at railway grade cross
payers receiving the benefit and the ings.
Require them to Stop. Look
railway.
and Listen.
No automobilist who
The automobile in proper hands is does that will ever meet with an ac
an agency of safety at railway grade cident at a railway crossing.
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Delicious Tea
Just as your neighbor, you
will “run out of adjectives”
when you try to describe
this tea delicacy.
(ltl)
Buy a packet of your dealer.
Thurston 6c Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Me.
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In V/hat part
of the town
was this pic
ture taken—
About what
date

tributed to lessened production, large j ‘‘Europe is in the balance. Let us
governmental expenditures, deprecia hope the next conference at the Hague
ted currency, inability to balance; bud will carry further the work of the one
gets, or a dozen other things. These at Genoa and that other conferences
an* real troubles, but they can all be J will follow, in which the United States
solved if it is possible for the people; will believe it to be a wist* policy to
of Europe to get the right vision, for join and in this way bring peace to the
where there is no vision, the people world."
perish.
Vision comes from under
standing the point of view of other
nations and this can come only from

WORRIED ABOUT
NEW YORK’S 400

conferences.

?

' ,I,>1111111111111H‘I"HI'I""'"'

‘‘Patriotism is a good thing. People
must believe* in their country. They
must have a real reverence for their
flag, but when patriotism degenerates
into abuse and intolerenee of other
tuitions or when it makes them so s* 1fish that it is impossible to think of
the welfare of any other country, it is
no longer pat rim ism but a curse to
humanity.
That is the condition in
Europe today.

............................................................................... . ......................... ..

We are publishing some obi time |
which will
remind
the I ( lias'
picture's
younger generations that Moulton
was once a country town with wood
buildings in the business section as
is found in smaller towns today.
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Somerville,
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Crand Kails and stopped over night.

Ala.

1 remember

Lunt'

Managing Editor,

well

the Kails and the

suspension bridge and 1 presume this

1 Moulton Times;

us lor tne
is the hotel that lidt I
In your issue of Jam 7. lSl12 von
night.
have a wood cut. of tin (Irani! I(1 lie ;smg the ige of the ] list ure
Hotel with this query, 'Ho\v oh
he a good deal like answering
would
How’ old is this picture and what it ?"
one. •'Mow old is Ann?"
ancient
Thirty-six years ago while attend tin
is the location?
I would really like to know,
In answer t othe pic ture in the* June ing court in Caribou with my emYomg for information.
14 issue of the TIMES we received the plover Walter A. Nickerson of MoulAlliion H. ( ‘rocker
to
following letter:
I ton, we drove through Limestom

SAYS FRENCH DEMANDS
MAKING PEACE-LOVING
GERMANS MILITARISTIC
Peace-loving Germans are being
driven into line with the militaristic
group in Germany by Franco's insis
tence on payment of the* reparations
fixed at Versailles., according to
Huntley N. Spaulding, chairman of the
New Hampshire hoard of education,
Mr. Spaulding recently returned from
a three months' stay in Europe, (lut
ing which he visited England, Franc**,
Italy. Germany and Austria. Europe
in Mr. Spaulding's opinion, is suffer
ing from an overdose of nationalism,
the only cure for which is a series ot
international conferences, in which he
expresses the hope the United States
will participate. Mr. Spaulding said:

tinent that apparently has been able
to balance its budget and litis made
the greatest headway so far as gov
ernmental finance is concerned. 'Pax
es in Italy ar * extreme---almost equal
to confiscation.
The same cry fol
lower taxation is made there as in
England, but so far the officials have
had the nerve to resist this appeal.
Taxes an* so extreme that all kinds
of devices to evade tlmm are being
practised.
"Italians have extreme hatred for
the French and it is not uncommon in
Italy to hear people say that the m \;
war will he with France, and that
very soon.

"The monetary situation in Austria
is hopeless and tit the present time it
has nearly touched the point of barter.
People know that the crown will con
tinue to depreciate and if they have
"I heard little bitterness expressed
any money they are spending it. know
against Germany in England.
The
ing that it will he of even less value
general feeling there seemed t:> he
as the days go by.

that the war is over and that now it is
England's task to get into shape eco
nomically, if possible.
Many English merchants are going
to Germany to buy goods, for there
they may be purchased at a price much
less than anywhere else in the world.
On the other hand. I found in England
an extreme feeling of antagonism to
France. The sentiment was openly ex
pressed that France is the stumbling
block to the reorganization of Europe
and very little sympathy was extend
ed toward Frame for its action at th Genoa conference.
"The general feeling in Engl *i:<l is
that trade with Russia should be re
sumed. To sb.ow that there is some
gold left in Russia, our factory was
shipping goods to the Russian government and receiving payments for the
same in gold. England has balanced
her budget during the last fiscal year,
but it seems likely on account of the
very bad business conditions there
will be a small deficit this year.
“ Italy is th** one country on tin* con-

“Business in France is fairly good.
There is very little unemployment ami
agriculture has revived in a very en
couraging way. The country in prac
tically self-supporting at tin* present
time, which is very encouraging. On
tin* other hand Kranee is maintaining
a standing army of yun.imu and her
political leaders dan* not tax tin* peo
ple enough to balance her budget. Kim
is sinking into debt rapidly and living
on the assumption that she will in
some way balance this budget by ob
taining reparations from Germany.
"There is the greatest bittern**.- > in
Kranee against
England and Italy.
Laboring under the delusion that with
her standing imny she can proteet
herself, Kranee is isolating herself
from practically all of Europe and that
seeming advantage from that great
army may work against her ultimate
ly. The world war demor.st rat' d that
countries are victorious according to
th** strength o:' their allies, and should
there he another getural war in Eu-

Lacking vocal, silencers for the
124,Dim babies horn in New York city
each year and exercising their lung
power iq, 42 different tongues, Health
Commissioner Copeland told the State

Trans-Canada Limited
Quickest T rain Across Canada

"The peoples of t'm* wori l must
think along new lin *s before prrmnueiil peace will come. This is a long
undertaking. In ’nan V of tho sche.d of Germany today th * y aro teaching
that the last war was ;m posed on tlien]
and it is surprising how intelligent
Germans feel this to he a fact. Germany has two parti* ; one made up
of peace-loving, law-abiding people
who do not want war and who oppose
it as much as possible, the other small
minority group with militaristic ten
dencies.
' 1'he attitude of France in
trying to exact repartitions from Ger
many, which Kranee herself knows
Germany cannot pay, simply increase-;
membership in this militaristic party
and is changing the peace-loving, lawabiding group in this less d sirahl *
element.

j
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
rope, it is quite possible France would I Whereas
Thomas
M.
Phair, of
find all of tin* major nations lined up Blaine, in the Gounty of Aroostook
Mind Suit** of Maine, by his mortgage
against her.
! deed dated April 1, 1922. and recorded
"Tin* underlying trouble in Europe
in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in
today is the strong nationalistic feel j Vol. Tin. Page 79. conveyed to Coning
in different
countries
much , solidated Rendering Company, a eorstronger than existed previous to tin* ■poration duly organized under tin*
|laws of tin* State of .Maine and having
world war. The trouble has been atits established place of business in
'Portland, in the County of ( ’timberland and State of Main**, and trading
S H E R I F F ’S SALE
in Boston. .Massachusetts, under tile
S T A T E OF M A IN E
.trad** name of Lowell Fertilizer Com
County of Aroostook, ss.
pany, a certain piece or parcel of real
Taken this 2nd day of June. 11*22,
estate situate in said Blaine, bounded
on execution dated May 17th, 1B22, and described as follows, to wit:
i.-sued on a judgment rendered the
Beginning at tin* southeast corner of
li’th day of May, 1922. hv tin* Supreme
1Lot numbered fifty-live (55); thence
Judicial Court for said
County of
north along the east line of said Lot
Aroostook, at the term thereof begun 55 seventeen rods and three f****t to a
and held at Moulton, in and for said stake: thence west at right angles
County of Aroostook, on the third
twenty-nine rods and fourteen and
Tuesday of April. 1922, in favor of
one-halt' feet to a stak**; thence north
Bowker Fertilizer Company, a corpor
erly along the line of kind deeded to
ation duly existing by law and having
Fred G. Robinson forty rods to a
an established place of business in
stake; thence west at right tingles
Boston, in th*' Commonwealth of
along (lie line of said Robinson's kind
Massachusetts, and agaixist .Melissa
to the high water mark of the Pres
Pomphrey, of Blaine, in said County
que Isle Stream: thence northerly
ot Aroostook, for fifteen hundred and
along said Stream to the north litn* of
sixty-six dollars and eighty cents
sit id Lot numbered fifty-five (55):
( ?1 atiti.SiG debt or damage, and thirty
thence ‘*ast along the north line of
one dollars and
ninety-two
cents
said Lo 55 and extending along th**
(GU.921 costs of suit, and will he sold
lot line of Lot numbered fifty-six (5*D
at public auction to the highest bidder
in said Blaine to land now or formerly
therefor at the law office of Georg**
owned by Norman Tapley; $ thence
A. Gorham, in Moulton, in said County
soitlh along the line of said Tapley's
of Aroostook on the tith day of July,
land parallel with the east line of Lot
1922, ;it nine o'clock in the forenoon,
tin following described real estate numbered lifty-live (55) to the south
1i* • of Lot numbered dfty-six (5(1):
and till the right, title and interest
th'-nce west along said south line to
which the said Melissa Koiupltrey has
and had in and to the sane* on the said southeast corner of Lot numbered
tifty-fivi at the place of beginning and
1st h day of March, 1921. at
two
being the same premises conveyed to
o'clock' and live minutes in the after
noon. when thesann* was at ta *•11**<1 on said Thomas M. Phair by Sarah S.
the original writ in tin* same suit in .McCrea September Pk 1912. deed be
which said judgment, was rendered, ing duly recorded in tin* Aroostook
Registry of Deed*-.
to wit:
And whereas, tin* condition of said
A certain p i e c e or pare*'! o f land
w it h tin* buildings tlmr*' oil sit uate in mortgage is broken. Now, therefor .
i !hiim*. in said ('oiinty of A roost ook l.y reason of th** breach of the condi
tion ot said mortgage, said Consoli
;i t! *1 doscribod. as follows. viz: 'Idle
d
S
"
V
e
nt y date*! Rendering Company claims a
n* •ft h half of lot niinilror*
( 7"1 containing eighty a* r* s. more or foreclosure thereof and gives (hi-*
1<- sS.
Excepting and reset v i t*g. ho w- notice for that purpose.
* \*T, one-half acre of kand lying i n Dated at Moulton, Maine. June 14. 1922
G <) N S <) LI D A T E D RENDERING
tl, e northeast corner for nm■r 1v owi!t**d
COMPANY
a t;*! occupied by Jerenii ah Caldw ell.
By its Attorney,
>'i id premises being know n a s the
2 25
George A. Gorham
Thomas Pomphrey farm.

Federation of Music Clubs "these
discordant noises must be drowned
out by music."
Delegates to the convention were
mostly feminine, so Commissioner
Copeland utilized the occasion to
voice his fears about race suicide
along Fifth avenue and Park avenue.
“ I am worried about the four hun
dred," he asserted.
“ The wealthier
people of New York have a birth rate
of only seven to the thousand, while
on the lower East side the rate is 57
to loud. If it were not for the influx
from outside cities New York would
be a metropolis of foreigners in 10
vea rs.

I c r A \ / r r Mo n t r e a l , s.oop.m . ( daily)
1—L_/-\ V IZ. TORONTO, 9.00 P.M. (DAILY)

R ead y fo r .
B u s in e s s !
WrA

A

fte r

B

a ’i

.

v* ■• — raw*

r e a k m s t

W IN N IP E G
'CALGARY
VANCOUVER

2 n d m o r n in g at

10.15 a .m .

3 rd m o r n in g

io .15 a .m .

4

t h m o r n in g

10.00 a .m .

Everything Canadian Pacific Standard—None Better!

First Train MAY 21st,
For Reservations, apply to Local Agent
N. R. DesBrisay, Dist. Pass. Agt..

St. John, N. B.
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The First National Bank is
distributing the new Peace
Silver Dollars at

$1

0 0

e a c

g =

Coupons on t h e

Fourth

Liberty Loan are due
payable

April

15th,

and

|

1922

|
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Ahisha B. S :: in r ’ .
1 )• ■p 111 y S !iei •iff.

T U D E B A K E R builds more
six-cylinder cars than any
other m anufactu rer because
Studebaker builds them better.

S

buying more carefully than ever.

We can show you 84 definite
points of su p eriority in the
Special - Six over Studebaker’s
nearest competitor.

Studebaker increased its sales
29% in 1921, though the industry,
as a whole, showed a failing off of
nearly 45%. 1922, up to M a y
1st, shows a gain in Studebaker
production of 143% over the
same period of ! 921.

In times of close competition,
merit wins. Today competition
in automobiles is keener than it
ever was, because people are

Studebaker sales records tell their
own story. The buying public
has declared forStudcbakersuperioritv.

Tour ins, $14/5; Roadsic* (2-Pass), $/425; Roadster (4-Pass.), SI 475;
Coupe (4-Pass.), $2150; Sedan, $2550. All prices f. n. b. jaitory.

The Right Oil in the Right Place
I he dealer who sold von vour tractor told vou to use only
vour common sense tells vou the same thirty.

£oo</ oii— ami

I he only question is- u hat oil

and the answer \sIlavoline.

Huvolme has been on the market tor nearly twenty years. It was
the first hi*ph crude oil miIu under a brand name.
I hrough its
enure life, llavoline has maintained its reputation for the highest
c|ualtt\
/•-

l se Havolme in your tractor, automobile, and stationary gas
engine.
Keep a five gallon can handy, or a steel drum (with
faucets).
'T he dealer displaying the Uavoline si^n will sell you llavoline

Oil in the grade and quantity you need

BRITTON GARAGE COMPANY
Repairing a Specialty

Hand & Harrington

Gars, Auto Accessories, Grow Tires
Bangor St., Moulton, Maine

HAY®LINE OIL

Kendall Street

THIS

IS

§

Houlton, Maine

A STUDEBAKER

YEAR

Im
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Webb Hovey and Miss Helen Codman
Mitchell was rather a surprise accord
ing to their actions when first going
(Continued from page 1)
on tiie stage, but when a large green
and salmon that he took into his basket trimmed with the class colors
of green and gold descended from the
Peterborough with him.
But think of the dirt in a man to ceiling and containing gifts for the
write such a letter to one whom he , members of the class, decided tliev
professes to love and admire as his j had 1hhm1 reS(.ue(l hy tairies alul fimJ .
superior but who is chained to a desk ly performed their part of the pro
by a heartless boss who only works gram. The last gift was a bust of
Theodore Roosevelt given to the
about nineteen hours himself
W e sincerely hope that old Jim i seiiool on behalf of the senior class.
Moir. the very next time he dips his
Miss
Mary
Marguerite
Albert,
skinny form in the dear old Miramichi, valedictorian of the class, gave her
gets knocked in the head by an old he address on “ The Meaning of H. H. S."
sea salmon and, while thus uncoil-. 'phe three letters she interpreted to
scions, gets chewed into Heiney’s mean Health, Honor and Scholarship,
mincemeat by the souls of the trout Her addn‘ss was very clever and she
he has destroyed.
ended with a very appropriate bit of
Boiestown, N. B.
verse, following which she addressed
June 16th, 1922. the mem|,ers Gf the graduating class.
^ h t ^ I would drop you a f ew,
The program complete is as follines°to*advise you that I am sojourn- lows:
ing in what used to he God’s country, • March, H. H. S. Orchestra
or in other words l am at my old Home
( n aas Marshall. Bernice Taggett)
in Rniaatnwn M B
...
,r
In Boiestown, in. . .
________ ______, , urayer
Rev. D. F. Mowery
I have no news to write that would Praye
interest you, from the fact that you , Essay with Salutatory:
<lo
in only
the least
for (2
fishing
Years
and not
thatcare
is the
pasttime
T ’s) j,.j jj' g ' Twenty-Three
,
here at this season ot the year, ex- Ago an,I Today
c-ept of course we see an occasional
I’liyllis Gertrude (.ntlin
deer. I saw three this a^ m. within Class Will

J

d

back Sfo>t fishing* the8 trouT ^ r e ^ v l i T . . . .
Tag^ U
.
----- loroo
There 1Addiess. The I owei ot Halut
plentiful and running large
Kenelm Michael Murphy
are also quite a few salmon in the
river. I went out Tuesday evening Come, For It s June
after supper and caught 18 trout that
Phillip Dempsey, H. H. S., ’20
weighed 11 lbs. (with a Hy)* ^ ent Essav: School Friendships
an:
'
» " • “ ««
hour when I hooked a salmon. The Class Prophecy
water was very heavy and perhaps I
Gretchen Marie Turner
didn’t have some picnic. I was all t
Daniel Paul Gillin
^ m in u te s ! ^ f t e r I *had r u b b e d h im j Address: Outdoor Winter Sports
over the nose a couple of times he j
James Donald McCIuskey
wasn’t much nearer all in than I " ’as-! Music: A Romany Mother’s Song
He weighed 14 lbs. 2 oz. We had part
g enjor Trio, Misses Dempsey

fifty miles per hour. Over such fine
SUNSET PARK
THIS PORTLAND
roads as you have here one can enjoy
The telephone has been connected
the natural scenery, the hills, moun
WOMAN GAINED
Buy Hand Made W edding 'Rings of
with the Park and the number is
tains, lakes, rivers, streams, the fer
Osgood.
9e68-12 Orient.
TWENTY POUNDS
tile farms and the glorious woodland
The Electric light plant has been
Don’t experim ent. T ake your watch
that one can overlook from the tops
repairs to Osgood at once.
installed and is in working order.
of the hills as one motors a l o n g
Houlton Grange picnic will be held Indigestion and Nervousness E n tirely
through this section.”
You’ll be satisfied w ith your watch if
at the Park on Thursday, July Pith,
Gone And She Has Never Felt
it is repaired by Osgood, Houlton.
The above is practically the same
and if the weather is unpleasant it
Better, Says Mrs. Gamsby.
opinion that was expressed by Mr. and
will take place the 14th to be follow
For Sale— Light 2 seated
wagon,
Mrs. Irving Kimball of Philadelphia,
ed by a dance.
cheap. L. O Ludwig.
223
who motored through to Houlton from
“
I
had
not
been
taking
Tanlac
b
u
t
___
________________
.
•
_
_____________
The Elks Field Day which was
Philadelphia a few years ago and who
planned for June 21 has been post- little more than a month when I To L e t - O n e furnished room 5 min.
took the St . John River trip from
from Square. Gentlemen only.
Tr w
...
,
rpT.fpa poned to Thursday with the same actually gained twenty pounds in t 0walk
i ri>
«tf
Houlton, and in writing to the TIMES *
;
l e l.........
- 5-13program.
weight,” said Mrs. Lillian Gamsby, 12
after its completion said that in all
W anted— Car rep air men a t B. & A.
Alder St., Portland, Me.
his travels over the eastern part of
shops. Apply there or to A. E.
BULL—
JOHNSON
the United States, he had never seen
My health failed last summer and ! Astle.
tf
anything to compare with the scenery
Russell R.. Bull and Miss Mary E. j iost strength and got weak so rapid~7~.
!
along this river.
Johnson, both of Presque Isle, were , T
,. , , . .
,
_ . tn * sPep*al low prices on home
every
Wh„n people think that they cannot lliarrIell
Wednesday afternoon hy ; '» 1 * ° ° tt
‘ * We ,0 do my house' Sa™ rday
3 “
tf
find good roads in Aroostook County, Jlev Henry ( ’. Speed at the parsonage., v’ ork‘
appetite was so poor I did __________ _____________
they are mistaken, for the roads on M r Bull is a well known drug clerk not average one meal a day and my For
Sale ^at aBargain— One 1100 lb.
Jnar e
the whole, are better than in any other alld aMiss
Johnson has
has been
been aa teacher,
teacher, back
back Dained
pained me
me terrihlv.
terribly. TI also
also sufsuf- m
TeI 593. ®*Press
^
riks Johnson
"agon and harness,
section w‘
ot the State and the ----scenery
q-jie
happy
couple
were
accompanied
t’ered
constantly
with
constipation
and
------------m e nappy coupie
accompaiueu . rered
is unsurpassed, as the foregoing shows 1)V frjends and the double ring service
\
,,
For Rent— A furnished room
7
.
, ,
,
. .
*
°
triglittul headaches. My nerves were
, .
.
'uimsnea room centra trom people who have been in Aroos- wa8 used.
j
* " c,yco
ly located in good neighborhood
shattered. I could get no rest and one Apply to Tel. 271-M.
H
took County.

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

FISHING IN NEW BRUNSWICK

HOULTON SINGERS
IN PRESQUE ISLE

BOWDOIN STREFT SC H O O I
»CtlUUL

njg,lt 1 broke (Iown completely and „
------------- -------------»
,y
Cottages for rent at Portage L . k . B
Bowdoin St., Grade 1
y
,e< or huite a while.
the day or week. Apply to Clara
The following pupils have not been 1 was a,most a nervous ami physical 0rcutt Carty, Portage, Me.
224

Tll(‘ ‘ oiuert given by the Houlton
Male Mimical Society in Perry Theatre Wednesday (>vening. was largely
.
attended, and was one ot the finest
entertainments of the season. The
program was extremelv well render-

absent one day during the spring
term: Billy Corliss, Edythe Cumming,
Lawrence^Tortier. Harold Monohan,
Marion Tarbell. Gladys Faulkner,
Alston Williams, Edna Henderson,
Harold C’ raigs.
Billv Forliss and Marion Tarbell
« ' thcuglu,,,,. and the nppreCnlhm
havo liail
a,t,-,ulam-, for the
of the audience was
manifested by
entire
year.
frequent encores, to which the comBowdoin Street, Grade 5
panv very cordially responded. The
Pupils in the fifth grade of Bowdoin
merit and satisfaction of the enterstreet school not absent one-half day
tainment reflected a great deal of
credit upon all who
participated in during the spring term were: Pauline

™ ’k and tried so many medicines F o r ^ a le — Three show cases count "
without getting relief that r almost
wal1 cas^ , stove
JeweleVs U?ofr'
lost hope.
regulators etc. C. S Osgood.
’
‘Finally I decided to try Tanlac and

my life.
Tanlac.”
^

engraved

cards

Film
Finishing

P ro te c t!-O -M a ts

PARADISE OF MAINE

House For Sale— New

6

room

Bargains

if

Sold

at

Once— 1 S ulky

Plow, 1 Riding Cultivator, 1 Watson
Sprayer 1 Horse Hoe.
Apply to
Wellington
Bamtord.
Tel.
532-4 or
523-W.
Girls W anted for Clothes Pin Factory

at Davidson. Good wages and steady
WOI’k- Inquire at office of Summit
Lumber Company. Houlton, or write
to above Company at Davidson.
tf
Farm ers

A tten tion — Rem em ber

For Sale— Overland 5 passenger to u r

ing car. Newly painted and has
new top. One good set tires and 2
extra new ones. Low price for quick
sale. Tel. 5-13.
tf
T he Salvation A rm y would be pleased

to get your cast off clothing, old
furniture, etc. a stliey are having many
calls. Phone 13SAV or drop a card to
Envcy and Mrs. Cole, 23 Court St.,
Houlton.
tf
Bank Book No. 17348 issued

' " “ " ' 1"*'
N otice
In

of

th e

First

'
M e etin g

D istric t

C ourt

-

of

Creditors

of

th e

U nited

!,. i ’. Roy November 11. 1916, of that
part el' Lot numbered two hundred
li i m t y-t i m r I29 !• I ill Township M.
Range Two (2t V . E. k. S. Aroostook
(’minty, showing tin subdivision of

The largest class to graduate from S t a t e s f o r t h e N o r t h e r n D iv is io n of th e
In B a n k r u p t c y . Van Bun*:: Park, which said plan is
Houlton High School in the history of District of Maine
recorded in tip* Northern Aroostook
the institution held their exercises iit I,n' avi d .M< dnf
Being a part of
i ( " i a v;i i v r
In J
11, r : 11,' i ■y Registry of Demis.
the premises conveyed to Allan E.
the Temple theatre Friday morning.
Bankrupt. 1
curd it, ' is , »f said h;i vid A! ,-11 'll Hammond and Charles L. Cyr hy tip*
T.> tl
June 16, at ten o’clock.
uf A s' l.i ml in tin- (-utility m Roman Catholic Bishop of Portland
The theatre was crowded to tie- • 'let v;in
11. 1916,
.■ml ! d a ri, d
f"t ,-s:i i d, t,:i n 1, - by demi dated November
A must ■>
doors with friends and relatives of ni pt .
recorded in the Northern Aroostook
the sixty-six members of the graduat
,\ >t icc i < Mdvli' tl t 111! t
i (i : i Registry of Deeds in Vol. 79, Page 261.
urn* premises conveyed to
-J the lid i >avid ami tip*
ing class, and hy the frequency and da> f .Jmu*. A. I
Van fiireti Building Association
volume of their applause indicated tie- Mcleii <’ h;i\;i rue w as dul y ad! indicated said
b a n k r u p t : ; ml that tin- first m
nr , !' by said Allan E. Hammond, et als, by
excellent manner in which the pro c r e di t o r s wdl I»»« held at the ollicc uf E d  deed dated June s, 1917, recorded in
gram was carried out hy the members wi n I,. Vail, in il ui dtun cn the t.",tli day , 1 said Registry in Vol. N7, Page 17.
Now, therefore, the condition in said
.Inly, A. I >. IH-l', at 11• o' cl ock in tin- for--taking part.
mortgage is broken hy reason whereof
Miss Phyllis Griffin, salutatorian of noon, at whi ch t i me tin- said c r edi t o r s said Houlton Trust Company claims a
tttcml. p r o v e tlu-ir cl ai ms, appoi nt a
the class, had as her subject “ Twenty- t rust ( e x a m i n e the bankr upt ami tratm- lofeclosut’e Ot said moitg.ige and gi\e.three Years Ago and Today.” As its act such »ther busine
as ma y p r o pe r l y this notice for that purpose.
Dated at Houlton. Maine, June 13.
name indicates the discourse was the c o m e in f un said me et i ng.
1922.
1Mtcd at I loultoii, .turn* 17th, in
story of the progress made hy Houl
Houlton Trust Company.
EDWIN L. VAIL,
ton High School since its humble be
Bv its Attorneys, Archibalds
Referee in Bankruptcy. ’24
ginning twenty-three years ago. Miss
Griffin traced the advances made in
the school both from the standpoint of
gradually increasing student bodies to
the improvements and modern facili
ties now* employed in the school. Her
address was very enlightening and
educational and particularly praise
worthy was the manner in which it
was given.
Miss Bernice Josephine Taggett read
William
G. R o s e , P r o p r i e t o r
the class will and much merriment
was caused hy the legacies of the
itiimiiitiitniMiiiiitiinmimtimiitimiiimillM
M
iittMmi11>mjhihinumniniu ^jr«.uim<unmih11nimu.i
members of the class of their tender
associations during their course in
Three hours ride by auto f r o m
high school.
Houlton.
A n ideal place to rpend
The class prophecy by Gretchen
the
week-end
with finest fishing,
Marie Turner and Daniel Paul Gillin
was a clever idea cleverly carried out.
tl You should know “Billy” Rose
The idea was a reunion after ten years
by means of wireless telephone.
The presentation of gifts by Leland

Anyone wishing a home to leave th eir

children in for a day. over Sunday
or ary length of time where good care
will >e given apply to Mrs. Arthur C.
Tozier, 6u Pearce Ave.. Houlton, Me.
424p
For Sale— An 8 room house w ith bard

wood floors, all modern conveni
ences, double garage, wood shed,
corner lot. beautiful shade trees and
garden plot. Also fine corner lot on
corner Main street suitable for build
ing. Frank L. Rhoda, Tel. 357.
tf

Celebrate

Grand

Lake

St r eam

ffj? Ouananiche Lodge
I

J u l y
at

H o u lto n j
^

^ .AA/,

^

^
^

by the

Houlton Savings Bank is reported
lost, and this notice is given, as re
quired by law, that a duplicate hook
mav he issued. L. O. Ludwig. Treas.
June 12. 1922.
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------------------- when* the traffic generally is going cording to survey and plan made by

HOULTON HIGH
GRADUATING EXERCISES

th a t

Geo. A. Hall Co. sells Calsenate, the
best and cheapest Potato Bug Poison.
Guaranteed Not to Burn. Can furnish
many Local Testimonials. Call, write
or phone 61-W.
22a

xty-s.*v**n. seventy-one. seventy-two.

Mias Helen Tingley ent kinds „f roads that
have found [a;?'?.',",;,,
'„^/?7m].'cd
Mr. William Jenkins heie than to nde mile aitei mile and two, one hundred seven, one hundred
Senior Girls hour after hour over cement roads, twelve, and one hundred sixteen, tie-

and

bath, sleeping porch, garage and
good garden. Part cash, balance easy
terms. D. J. Connors, Houlton, Me.

‘,
,,)• land, to wit:
Lot.-, numbered forty-nine, fifty, fit'tyom>- tiity-five.
titty-nine,
sixty-six,

seVetit V-i) \
s o vejl t V-si x.
eighty,
(.jghty-one,
eighty-five.
eighty-six.
ninety, ninety-one, ninety-live, ninetys*x- one hundred, one hundred one.
° n,‘ hundred
lnH1(ln‘d tell, OIKone
hundred
six,
one
* hundred
eleven.
iuin(|n .(| f()Urt,.,.Ui ()11,. hundred
fifteen, fifty-two, fifty-six. sixty, sixtythree, sixty-eight, seventy-three, seven

ac-

Tanlac is sold by all good druggists. T y p e w rite r Coupon Books m ake a
_
saving for those buying very many
ribbons. The TIMES has them, 6 or
12 coupons, at reduced prices.

FARM BUREAU MEETING
AT PRESQUE ISLE

Heading
Solo
Trio

get

I am simply delighted with reasonable price. Huggard Brothers
Company, Houlton, Maine.
25tf

Wadding ton Studio

A delightful musical program was while there were some places that we
enjoyed during the evening.
had to go slow, tatter three days rain)
Quartette: Mrs. Daisy Towers, Mrs. on the whole we found excellent roads.
Sadie Crockett Miss Mar- hut such scenery I have never seen.
garet Hanson ’ and Miss I have traveled all over tin* (-astern
» nlel nausuu, auu
^
^
Kathleen Goodhue.
*)art of tin* United States, and motored
Solo
Mr. Phillip Dempsey
through Franca*, hut nowhere does one
Reading
Mrs. Dora Shaw Heffner got the variety of scenery that we
TrioGrant, Mrs.
m u . Mrs.
.um. Camilla
V. amino, uiam,
a. Edith
nuim found on our trip
i through tin* State
Robinson and Mrs. Margaret ond especially heautitul is tin* ride
Cotton.
from Calais north, and the roads, why
Solo
Miss Alene Berrie I much prefer to ride over the differ-

can

knowledging ‘Expressions of Sym! the very first bottle helped me wonder- pathy” with envelopes to match* at
the TIMES office.
fall-v - Now 1 am perfectly well and
-------enjoy as goo.l health as I ever did in
* *
****

it, and particularly upon Mr. Bernard |P <iri'h\ Clayton (arson, Irene Cates,
Paul Drink water, Herschel Faulkner,
of Jou Ind di ^ rg i d 1<lyou were1not :
Taggett. Turner
Archil,aid, the leader of the organiza
Stephen Peabody, Gertrude Parks,
here or we would have had to cook Address: 1 he St. Lawrence Ri\ei tion.
Perry Tilley Bark"!
Houlton should be proud of being Herbert Tidd, Helen Watts, Clayton
him all.
,
Project
I expect to stay here until about
....
aide to send out a company represent- Niles, Vinal Cameron, Paul Davenport.
July 15 or 20. I have been feeling • «■rest»ntati()ii ot Guts
Helen Codman Mitchell jnK S() much musical talent and so Gareld Duplisea, Marjorie Noddin, We have modern equipment for depretty rotten all spring and I am in
Leland Webb Hovey fjmdy trained. No little praise of the Cordelia Putnam, Geraldine Porter,
hopes the change may be of some
veloping and printing your Kodak
benefit to me. If you could write me Address: Civic Tasks That Await, tin* success of the concert is due to the Helen Wise.
Those not absent one-half day dur- films and can offer you exceptional
anything that bad a semblance of
High School Graduate
reader, Miss Chase, who showed much
truth in it I would be pleased to hear
ing the year were: Clayton Carson, service in promptness and quality of
Parker
Prescott
Burleigh
talent,
and
whose
very
finely
renderfrom you. Remember me to old man
Cameron,
Marjorie
Noddin.
Lunt and write when you feel like it. Essaywith Valedictory: The Meaning
(>d selections contributed much to Vinal
work.
Each order has personal atGertrude
Parks,
Helen
Watts,
Irene
Sincerely yours,
0f H.
H. S. the enjoyment of the audience. The
tention and we guarantee satisfaction.
Jim.
Mary Marguerite Albert affair was a decided success, and Cates, Clayton Niles. Stephen PeaBring in a film for trial. Prices
Conferring of Diplomas
should the company again favor P. hod v, Helen Wise.
reasonable
Mr. Bernard Archibald, isle with a visit, it may be sure of j
Chairman of School Board receiving a warm and cordial weiPhone 227-M
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
-Star-Herald.
Singing ot Class Ode
Whereas. Merton C. Rogers of Bath,
Benediction
Rev. I). F. Mowerv
in the County of Sagadahoc, and State
The annual meeting of the Houlton
of Maine, hy his mortgage deed dated
Honor Pupils
French Block, Houlton
July 'Joth, 1917, and recorded in the
High School Alumni Association was
Albert, Mary Marguerite
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol.
held at Crescent Park Friday evening.
Griffin. Phyllis Gertrude
299. Page 2.‘U), conveyed to Henry L.
It is estimated that the largest gather
Murphy, Kenelm Michael
Morgan, of Sherman, Aroostook Coun
of
Thertwill
he
a
special
meetin
ing of alumni of the institution that
ty. Maiiu-, the following described
Barker, Ruby Helena
tie Aroostook County Farm Bureau r).ai estate situated in said Sherman.
ever gathered at a similar meeting
McCIuskey, James Donald
at Presque Isle Satunhiy, June 24th. and described as follows: beginning
was present.
«!
Pearson, Doris Small
at I.:10 o’clock in the Municipal build at tin- southeast corner of land owned
Emmons Robinson, retiring presi
by Willietta Welch, thence south on P r o t e c t your h o me and pl ace of business
ing.
dent of the association, was in charge i
the Goldenridge road seven rods and f r o m mud, dirt amt filth o f stre •ts. unf
Julian Emery, president of the fourteen feet; thence west twenty ters and s i de wa l ks .
of the business meeting which follow- I
it
it
a
pleasure
to
meet
people
who
.Maine
State Federation of Farm Bn- rods on line of land owned by Hattie
ed the simple supper.
At tha olur-Hmi of officers for the come to the Garden of Maine, who r e u u s , will be the speaker relative to Huntley: thence west on line of land
At the election ot omeus ioi
owned hy Orscn Huntley to land own
coming year the following slate was appreciate the beautiful country and afiiiiation with the National organizn- ed hy Harry B. WVleh, thence north
elected to take charge of the affairs the live town which we have lien*, at tion. ¥\ vote will he taken at this seven rods and fourteen feet: thence
of the organization: president, Law- the entrance to tin* great Potato conn- meeting. Maim* is one of tin* three east to place of beginning, containing
rence Carroll: vie*? president, Stanley try.
states in tin*
union not already a eight acres more or less.
And whereas the said Henry L.
June U'-tli we had tin* pleasure member of tin* American Farm Bureau Morgan hy his assignment dated April
McElwee; secretary Mrs. Daisy Towof
meeting
Frank
S.
Jordan,
of
New
Federation
lsth. 1922, and recorded in said
ers; treasurer. Alberta Knox.
Registry in Vol. 3tM5, Page 241, as
On a proposal by Principal Perkins York City, who with Mrs. Jordan had _ _ _ _ _ ___________________
signed said mortgage and tin* debt
it was voted that in the future the come through from Portland, followNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
thereby secured to Hattie M. Huntley.
annual alumni banquet would be held ing along
the coast from Bathto
\v}1(.roas
Van Buren Building AssoeiNow. therefore, the condition of T h i s is a s e mi - p e l f e r a t e d rulilit-i
during the Christinas holidays as it Rockland, and from there through to at ion, a corporation organized under said mortgage is broken, hy reason will net t e a r and s av e s the dirt f r o m nuit.
g
from Calais after a tin* laws o f tin* State ot Maim*, and t h e r e o f tin* said Hattie M. Huntley iny thru o nt he fleer. F e r g e n t e e l a d v e r would be possible to have more mem- Calais, comin
office and principal place C
,.jl a i ms a ton-closure ot tin* same, and t i s i n g n o t h i n g qui t e e qual s the I ’ m t e e t hers turn out than if it was held at two days
rain, and the showers of liavmg n ........
g i v e s this notice for that purpose.
{ -i -. Mat.
the customary time in June.
Tuesday, and visiting the Information l’ ()111|'ty^ r o o s t o o k
and "state * of
Bated at Sher man. Maine, this 14111 ;
The following committee was elect- Bureau at the TIMES office tor road Maine, by its mortgage deed dated day of June. 1922 .
Importers Sales Company
ed to take charee of the next
meet- conditions on their return via Moose- July 25. 1917, and recorded in the
Hattie M. Huntlev.
I
B\- her Attorney,
1222 Federal St.
Portland, Maine
I n , to be hel,7 durin, th, coming head Lake..
N'en.e-n, .hs,H, , ...r
An,. » . « *
325
Harry M. Briggs
Christmas holidays: chairman. Prim
In answer to the question. Mlmv did
V ’„,
r n ,* i'
clpal Everett V. Perkins: James you find tin* roads? In* replied I am a corporation duly organized under
Madigan, Harold Cates, Mrs.
Daisy surprised to find such tine roads in tin* laws of tin* State of Maine, and
Towers and Miss Margaret Hanson
Maine, espeeiallv in Aroostook, and
its place ot business at Hottl-

H. H. S. ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION HOLDS
ANNUAL MEETING

You

^ AU, AU ^
AU'
^ ^

Street P a r a d e
Under Auspices Houlton Merchants Asso.

Horse Racing, Ball Games,
Midway, Fireworks, 3 Bands

Everybody Come
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worship Mammon, but it is doubtful
if they worship God. The two plucky
Italian among them, shipwrecked
from a sailing vessel, who appears
of the South to have forgotten his own name and
in fact his mother tongue.

missionaries who have exiled them
selves among them for at least two
years will try to teach them. They
brought large quantities of supplies
and civilized comforts and a radio set
Cunha, in the middle
so that henceforth Tristan de Cunha
ing found on the cards as an intro Atlantic, with its 120 odd souls, most
will not be cut entirely from the out
duction to the horses, that would
ly descendants of
Napoleon's
sT. Continued intermarriage has in this side world."
bring back many pleasant recollec
generation
produced
some
pitiful
Helena guards, who hardly hear from children.
Some of them are idiots,
tions.

portion of the horses can be seen on WHERE MONEY WILL
CAN GRANDSTANDS BE
the track each day. The older genera
BUY NOTHING
JA MMED A N D THE
j tion, and those who do not read the
The British island of Tristan da
season's
horse
news
very
carefully,
PUBLIC BE DAMNED! would especially appreciate the breed

The question of how to get more
people interested in horses, especially
the younger generation, and how to
make harness racing more popular
with the public, has been a topic ot
In this connection it would be a
much discussion for a number of years,
good idea for the management to im
and has brought forth a variety of press upon the horse owners and
suggestions from many sources. This
drivers that during the race meet their
is a subject of great interest to every
horse wen 1 on exhibition tor the public
true lover of the horse, and of vital whether on the track or in the stalls,
importance to promoters of race meet
and the award of a suitable prize1 for
ings.
the most attractive stable and equip
No horseman would trade his sport ment might not be out place.
for all the others combined, as he
Another suggestion along the line
knows it to be the grandest in the of making use of present day electri
world, and everwthing connected with cal appliances, would be the introduc
a horse has for him a fascination that tion tit race meets and fairs of the
is beyond the power of words to ex loud-speaking telephone, types of
press. His own individual efforts will which are sold on tin1 market, as the
induce very few to join the ranks, Magnavox. Bristol, and one made by
but a little educational work and the Western Klectric Co. This is a
thoughtful endeavor on the part ot instrument with a transmitter much
race promoters to enlighten and en like an ordinary telephone, and is con
tertain the public, would not only be nected by wires with horns simlar
much appreciated by those who now to megaphones. As many horns can
attend the races, but in a short time be used as desired and located whore
would attract many new patrons to ever most convenient, and an announ
the sport. Last, but not least, from cer by speaking in an ordinary voice
the manager's standpiont, it would into the transmitter will have his voice
materially increase the gate receipts. magnified through the horns loud

civilization more than once

two some lack limbs, some are deaf and
The population does nothing
years, is at last to have a missionary dumb.
agriculturally except to cultivate po
and radio communication.
tatoes. On this food, together with
For more than 12 months an Eng
fish and penguin eggs, they chiefly
lish clergyman named Rogers and exist. There are lew wild cattle and
his wife have been trying to roach a few sheep and out of tin* wool of
tin* island from Cape Town and final tin* latter tin* women knit rough
ly induced the captain of tin* Japa woolen stockings. That is their only
manufacture. They wear old clothes,
nese steamship Tacoma Marti, which
mostly seamen's, begged from tile
left Cape Town on March 20 for the ships, usually wandering windjam
River date, to deviate from his regu mers. that visit tin* island at r a r e
lar c o ur s e atu! land them at Tristan intervals. There being no commerce
there is no need for money.
da Cunha.
\V. Denis .Myers, a passenger on the
Tacoma .Marti and a lawyer of

Cape

Town,

here,

wh.o

has

.just

arrived

tells of the vessel's call at the island
with Mr. and Mrs. Rogers and thinks
the population is truly in need of

a

nussionarv.
“Tin*

student

of

evolution,

tin*

psychologist as well as the mission

Racing, as it is now conducted, is by enough to be clearly heard all over
ary, would find much to interest him
the horsemen for the horsemen, with the grounds.
in
this curious, forgotten community,
very little regard for those who pay
By a little care in arranging a pro
"Tin* settlement
at the gate, and most of the sugges gram to be announced, (‘very event of says Mr. Myirs.
tions which it has been my privilege interest on the grounds could be call originated, it is said, when a detach
to read or hear have been of a techni ed to the attention of those present ment of soldiers who were guarding
cal character, as to the application of in such a way that they could not
Napoleon at St. Helena, to the north,
rules, number of heats, methods of miss anything, and they would get
handicapping, etc., which no doubt this information without any effort on were despatched to Tristan da Cunha
could all be improved upon in time; their part, which is what the public to forestall tin* remote possibility
but the thing that needs immediate wants today. For instance, a few that Napoleon might attempt to es
attention is to give the public some minutes after the results of a heat cape thither. Two of the soldiers re
thing for their money and make them have been announced by the starter
mained and. importing wives from
want to come again.
in the usual way, let it be again an
Seventy-five per cent of those who nounced through the Magnavox, so St. Helena, laid the foundations of
pay admission come to be entertained. ! that those at the draw gate, and the one of the strangest settlements in
They never saw a rule book and are family having a picnic over near the the world.
From time to time shipwrecked
not interested in the fine technicalities back stretch, could get the correct re
mariners
have added to tin* inhabi
of race management, so long as they sults without effort.
tants
on
tin*
island, who have mar
see a good red-blooded contest, the
If Mr. Cox is working Grey worthy
main points of which they can under on the track between the heats, let ried and intermarried till relation
ship after a century has become a
stand and which they believe is run the spectators in on it.
on the level.
If you have the world's champion hopeless tangle. Nearly all tin* pres
Can you imagine the promoters of trotter or pacer on the grounds, toll ent population were born on tin* isl
any other amusement project treating the public about it, and if you have a and and have a colored strain in
They speak with a
their patrons as the race goers are $25.0U0 bull, or a $5,000 hog, at your their blood.
treated and expecting to remain in fair, announce it through this machine peculiar drawl, remesbling West of
There is om* old
business?
Just one more suggestion,— have England speech.
“Having
no
commerce
and
no
Did you ever hear of any other ex plenty of committees to look alter
money,
these
people
certainly
cannot
hibition which was expected to be these diffent things. Get a few men
ever self supporting through gate re on your grounds committee who do
ceipts, and which was also desirous 1not call themselves horse-men, and horseman could give in a day. I will
of attracting new supporters to the have them look out for the public's be greatly mistaken.
sport, which gave its patrons almost welfare. See that last year's dirt is
Why not think it over and put a
no information, tending to create in cleaned out of the grandstand, that few simple experiments for the benefit
terest, and in most cases had the gen the grounds look tidy and make those of the tolerant public into operation
eral attitude, that in order to know who enter the gate fend that the event this year, and leave the operation on
anything about this particular sport is being run for their entertainment, the rub* hook to be performed by the
one must be born and brought up in it, and that they are your welcome guests experts at some future date?— A spec
or otherwise remain forever an out so that they will return next day and tator from Missouri in the Trotter
sider whose admission fee only was bring their friends with them.
and Pacer.
acceptable?
The sport is dependent today almost
The purpose of this article is not to wholy on men over 40 years of ago.
criticize, but. as an occasional race All other attractions get their chief
goer, to be allowed to make a few sug support from young people, and cater
gestions from the public's standpoint, (‘specially to the fairer sex. I would
which would be easy of application, advise every race goer to take a lady
and inexpensive of operation, and re with him to the next race lie attends,
pay the management many limes over and at the close of the program, ask
in satisfaction given the patrons, her for suggestions as to how to make
which in the long run means support the sport more popular, and if sin*
in numbers and revenue.
does not give him more
practical
First of all, when the horses arrive ideas in ten minutes as to why the
on the grounds and are assigned their gate receipts are not larger, than any
stalls, have a card tacked over every
stall with the name of the horse (and
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
record, if any) plainly printed on it
Whereas.
William P. Bell o* WestGo a step further, and have in smaller
field, in the County of Aroostook and
print at the bottom of the card, the State of Maine, by his Mortgage Deed
name of the sire, also the name of the dated the fourth day of December.
dam and the sire of the dam. These 1f?12. and recorded in flu* Registry of
cards would not cost over ten cents Deeds in Houlton. in said County of
Aroostook, in Volume 205, Page 2D’,,
apiece, as the could be printed by hand conveyed to Frederick H. Nobh*, a
with a brush and black paint.
certain parcel of real estate* situated
Last year I attended a Grand Cir in Westfield, in said County of Aroos
cuit meeting with a friend who is con took, and bounded and described as
follows:
sidered something of a horseman.
“A certain piece or parcel of land
There were in the vicinity of three situated in said Town of Westfield,
hundred horses on the grounds, in and described as follows, to wit: That
cluding champions, Peter Manning part of the west half of Lot Numbered
seven (7), Range two <2> in said
Single G., and yet we had the hardest Westfield that was conveyed to lie*
kind of work locating any of the horses by deed from Minnie F. Briggs, under
that we wanted to see, and only after date of December 3, 1012, containing
I 2sc* i
bothering many of the grooms, who twenty-eight and one-half
were busy, and often retracing our
steps, were we able to identify more
than a handful of this grand collection
of horses.
Wo were on the grounds at ?, a. m.
and being devout readers of rhe Trot
ter and Pacer, were better acquainted
with the horses and their perform
ances through the season than many
who see the turf papers only oc
casionally, but, even so, we found it
almost impossible to identify the
horses.
This morning program could b**
strongly featured, and would be great
ly enjoyed by many, as only a small

acres, more or less. The premises
described are located west, and near
tlu* village* of said Westfield, reference
being had to said d e e d from .Minnie
F. Briggs to me.”
And, whereas, tin* said Frederick
li. Noble has deceased testate, and I,
tin* undersigned, having been duly
appointed and qualified as Executrix
of the estate of said Frederick H.
Noble; and, whereas, tin* condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now,
therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a f o r e 
closure of said mortgage.
Dated at Westfield.
Maine,
this
second day of June, 1022.
Amanda Nobh*.
Executrix of tin* Estate of Frederick
H. Noble, deceased testate.

Authorized Service for Hudson,
Essex, B uick and Ford C ars

%

E wish to announce that we are now
operating an Authorized Service Station
for these popular makes of cars. W e
carry a full line of repair parts at all
times land have a force of first class
mechanics to make any repairs you may
require. W h y not bring your car in for
that Spring tuning up?
It will surprise
you, the results that you will get for a
small amount of money.

I n g r a h a m ’s G a r a g e
“Here to serve you”

You
Know
Before
hand
What
Willard
Service is
Like

When you trust your
battery to a service sta
tion that has nothing
more than convenience
to recommend it you’re
taking a chance.
When you bring it
into Battery Head
quarters you know it
will have the best care
and attention anybody
in the business knows
how to provide.

Every detail of the serv
ice we give has been care
fully worked out by men
who make a business of
determining how battery
users may best be served.
You'll find the Willard
Standards of Service on
our wall as a declaration of
our policies.
H. M. CATES & SON, INC
Mechanic Street Garage
Houlton, Manie

RADIO AS YOU GO

in

“Tin*
islander's attitude
toward
visitors is curious. As he stands In*
fore one his head droops, his arm.fall listessly to his side and In
answers limply and uninterestedlv
questions as to his life and mode of
existence. He seems to have no other
interest than to trade a jenquin, an
albatross skin, or a seal's flapper for
an old shirt; a little tobacco, or any
thing from civilization that would In*
useful.
He articulates slowly and
with difficulty as if In* had almost
forgotten speech. I did not see one
smile.
“Tristan da Cunha is a mountain
4 ,o0 o feet high rising out of the ocean
wastes like an inverted pudding bowl
and as wo saw it, was wreathed in
swirling mists. The little colony lives
in stone lints on a green strip of
pasture land at the foot of the moun
tain.

Tin* following letter pictures better
than the editor can the pleasure to
he derived from a radio set on your
vacation.
Camp Scott

1 am sending this letter from a little

log cabin on

Moose

River,

situated

some mih*s north of Moosehead Lake,
and practically isolated as far as near

nen hbors are concerned.

this?

woods of Maine for seventy-two years
and as himself expressed it “ I had
heard something about it but never
expected to live to actually hear one"
I could write at length on the won
der of it in these wild surroundings—
tin* rushing of the rapid water, the'
clear night of stars over the dark
woods—and the small but apprecia
tive audience of three sports and four
guides sitting around a little stow*
end (>njoying to its full the concert.

Lucky Fishermen
Always Smoke

We brought

B.F.A.
Cigars

. . . . .
..
,ng was fxq.ilslte, the soprano parlleularly giving such pleasure that we
instinctively applauded.

Headache

Tablets

Best for Nervousness, Dizziness, Loss of Sleep.
Taken Like a Confection from a Neat Little Box..
on “ Ballasd’s”.

No Bad After-Effects,
Not a Powder.
Insist

A utoists A ttention
Top and Back Curtain, 2 Oval
Lining Bows and Pads, Bevel Glass
Glasses, Ford Regular
Put on $18
and Gipsy Curtains extra
Top and Back Curtain, 2 Oval
Prices of other Tops and Curtanis in
Glasses, Dort, Chevrolet,
proportion to size of car. We guar
Others this size
Put on 20
antee good material, fit and work
manship. Auto Upholstering of all
kinds, Cushions repaired, full line
of Curtain Fasteners in stock.

Huggard B roth ers Co.
Houlton, Maine

of Maine, bv

their

mortgage

,|ate(| M ay , 9> 1919> al„,

deed
j„

the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in
Vol. 311. Page 472, conveyed to Lcdand
O. Ludwig the following described
real estate situated in that part of the
village of said Houlton known as
“ Fairwew Addition” and being on the
north side of Columbia Street in said
Addition to said Houlton, bounded and
described as follows, viz: Begining at.
the southeast corner of the lot of land
deeded by John Parker to Elizabeth
L Wheaton November 21, 1907, by
deed recorded in the Aroostook Regis
try of Deeds in Vol. 225, Page 399:
thence easterly and along the north
line of said Columbia Street sixtv-two
and one half (6 2 ^ ) feet: thence
northerly and parallel to said Whea
ton’s east line to land now or formerly
owned by George B. Hunter; thence
westerly along said Hunter's south
line sixty-two and one half (()2V2 ) feet
to the northeast corner of said Whea
ton's land conveyed as aforesaid:
thence southerly along said Wheaton's
east line to place of beginning, to
gether with the buildings thereon.
Being the same premises conveyed to
said Annie B. Hutchinson by said
Ludwig.
And whereas the said Leland O.
Ludwig by his assignment dated July
12, 1920, and recorded in said Regis
try in Vol. 306 Page 138, assigned said
mortgage and the debt thereby se
cured to Houlton Savings Bank.
Now, therefore, the condition of said
mortgage is broken, by reason where
of said Bank claims a foreclosure of
the same, and gives this notice for
that purpose.
Houlton. Maine, Mav 31, 1922.
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK
By its Attorney
323
Nathaniel Tompkins

o p e m n g

un se
Park
Grand Lake
The most beautiful spot in Aroostook

Evening of June 27
Dancing w ith M usic by
Bryson’s Full O rc h e stra o f
Nine Pieces, on the largest
and best Dance Floor in the
------------ C o u n ty -------------

Overlooking the Lake

R e p re s e n tin g

Willard Storage
Batteries

party

out receiver with us. Wo cut a young
fir, approximately forty feet high,
which supports
upports on
one end of the aerial.
Tin* length is about 110 feet with the
ot her end fast ened to a tfee.
Our first tryout took place with an
audience of Maim* guides, who never
had heard of such a thing and who
considered it little short of witchcraft.
All Dealers Have Them
We listened in on W J Z ’s remarkable
concert which came through with a
For A
Home
clearness far better than we ever re
Mild
Made
ceived in our home in Holyoke, Mass.
Smoke
Cigar
Probably this was due to the fact that
there was so little interference.
It
was with awe and hated breath almost
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
that we became listeners-in last night.
Whereas, Annie B. Hutchinson and
Mr. Laorge seemed here in our little Elias M. Hutchinson, both of Houlton,
cabin playing alone for us. The sing- in the county of Aroostook and State

A Mild but Effective Sedative

30

fishing

He has lived in and of the

-

Don’t Suffer from Splitting Headaches

Top and Back Curtain, 1 Square
Glass, Dodge, Buick-4, etc.
Put on

cooking for our
spring.

Rock wood, Me.
Dear Sir:

..... .......................................................................................................... .

Ballard’s

Among our guides is one who is

Refreshments Served during
the Evening
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HIRl F I1VLI#I
HOLLYWOOD
j Hollywood another fortnight.
ground. But this is not all. The
IfUJfJU0L£
»T »
1 Will Hollywood remain on the map? the
trees bring this water from hiddei
HOME OF HOKUM, As long as Mary Pickford, Douglas j sources hack to the air at the rate of

FARMER FAILS FOR $84,662

PAGE SEVEN
In addition there are:
T r e a s u r y .Votes
du e i n June and September.

192t
The following petition in bank
ruptcy was filed Friday in the dis
6. a
trict court at Bangor:
j
T h e W a r Loans
Almon J. McDougal of Caribou, | ’I'lit* w a r luans m at u r r in this order:
Million I >olla
farmer. Secured claims, $14,928; un |
I 1 ! ! :ij ::) Vii-m ry I.il f i l y Lo an
secured, $69,7:54.06.
J
L" .'.,ci!:ah !f
June 11 ar.d
Notes and bills which ought to be ,
: ri' eniiMT 11, ! K22
paid by other parties thereto arc* [
I’ ayahI.- .May 2". 1
listed at $5.115.67; real estate is list 2 ( 111 2S) T h i n ) L i h e r t y iv an
P a y a b l e S e p t e m b e r ! 1, !' i.s
ed at $45,000; c-ash on hand, nothing;
I :: ( I MS ) Fo ur t h L i b e r t y L o a n
bills, promissory notes and securities, I
R e d e e m a b l e t i c t o h e r 11. 1 :i I
$5,050;
stock in trade*, nothing;
P a y a b l e t ( e t o be r 11, l ’.'ZM
horse's, cows, etc., $2,270; carriage's I ( 1!* ’ 2j Second L i b e r t y L o a n
Lc ' i " i ' i i i a ! de Xov e ml i i ' i ' 11,
and other vehicles, $2,475; other per
1:>27
sonal property, $1,500; debts due on
P a y a b l e . No v e mb e r 11, Lit2
ope*n account,'$200; stocks, negoMa- 1 <10 17) Fi rst L i b e r t y Lo an
ble bonds, etc., $600.
R e d e e m a b l e . l l l i l c ! ". L'.'L*
P a y a b l e June LX, 11* 17
Of the secured claims, the* largest
t W i t h i n i w. - a i v - i i v e . e a r - , that L.
item is that of the Federal Land Bank
of Springfield, Mass., mortgages to
the sum of $10,000, value of sec uri
ties listed at $25,000. There is an
item of mortgage of crops to Edgar
W. ltuss of Caribou, of $2,992.

Hollywood is a horrible hole, and Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin live and 500 barrels a tree, per season!
Karl K. Kitchen, who has been investi- 1work there, it will. Up to the present
Martin L. Davev, former y congresssating the place for several months,! time there are no indications that! man from Ohio, a tree expert of autlisays in the Literary Digest, he can they will desert California. But the ority, says that the tree is essential
prove it. It is such a horrible place ! facts that interior lighting is being to human existance in a large mea
that, conjectures Mr. Kitchen, late more used in making pictures, that the sure. Of course the vegatable world
William Desmond Taylor, reported to ! "location,” around Los Angeles have alone transmutes mineral into sub
have been murdered there really com-j been used so many times that they are stance. Water and a little salt are the
mitted suicide rather than remain in j stale, and that the changed climate is only mineral substances that the hu
Hollywood another fortnight. It is a making outdoor work in the winter man body assimilates. You cannot eat
"forlorn suburb,” there is “ nothing time impossible, must be taken into the dirt of the field; but the plant eats
doing” either in the daytime or after consideration.
it and makes it into leaves of grass
dark, the "cafelife" consists of lunchHollywood is not yet threatened with and asparagus, potato; am; tubers;
ing in cafeterias. You can determine the sack, but it wouldn't surprise me fruits and flowers. They are living
how long any one has lived in Holly- to wake up some fine morning in the servants for us. The grass we cannot
wood, declares Mr. Kitchen, by calluse not too dim and distant future and eat very well, but theanimal transon his or her waist-line caused by read that nearly all the big companies forms itinto meat and milk and we
carrying trays in the local “ carry- would make their picture in and about canassimilate
these,
away-your-own” eating-joints. Mr. Kit- New York.
The leaf, therefore not only of the
•chen speaks of his stay in the suburb
Three years ago, when the motion- tree but of tin* grasses and of the vegas the length of his “ interment,” and picture industry was at the height of etable isa link between tlm mineral
Insists that because a few of the in- its prosperity, Hollywood was dull andthe animal world. Every thing you
mates of the Hollywood film colony enough. There was nothing to spend eat or wear that is essent al comes
Of the unsecured claims, the* larg
have married “ from time to time,” money on, even when the film colony by way of this route. It may not have
est item is that of the Ame*rie-an Agri
they are less to be censured as Mor- had money. To-day, with the studios suggested itself to you; but if it were
cultural Clu*mical Co., of $22,050.
mons than pitied as morons. The cor- turning out one-third as many pictures not for leaf, you could not exist. Its
respondent spent a week-end in the and with salaries one-third of what service is absolutely essential. If the
home of Mary Pickford and Douglas they were, it is the dreariest, most chorophyll crop --the green < f the leaf
should fail for a time you would pass
Fairbanks, which he found much like desolate place imaginable,
Under this heading “Tin* Nation’s
any thoroughly domestic suburban
In short, tin* Hollywood of fiction a w a y .
Business" assembles, in a convenient
Of course there art* male and female form so that tin* whole situation may
,j10Tne_ ext.t.pt for a complete moving does not exist. Its gaiety and wickedpicture projection room where Mary ness are about as spontaneous as the flowers; tree and blossoms of tree. be taken in at a glance, tin* essential
and Doug and their guests spend much winter sunshine in Southern California, Some trees are wholly male and other facts regarding United States Govern
of every evening looking at “ the picSo, suffice it to say that Hollywood wholly female. Some tin* part of each ment ’s indebt ednessos:
•tures” . Altogether, Mr. Kitchen’s in- is simply a state of mind I know its Its sex processes are beautiful and
I ’» ;I!ion I ' oilers
vestigation seem to have convinced faults and its virtues and I sympath- have afforded study for the wisest of T h e publ i c debt is about
g::.r>
• >f this a mo u n t t he r e falls due wi t h men and women.
him that Hollywood is anything but a ize with both.
in the next 1.1 mo n t h s a O »t a 1 of
Here, then, is a thing that exists for
sink of iniquity. “ Right at the outset”
---------------about
(1.2
you and should be protected by society T h i s (1.2 billions is ma d e up >f tin
Let me state that my old friend, Dr.
to tin* fullest.
When people assert
fol o w i n g :
Straton. would not only approve of
Cn “The Service of the T re e ”
the property in trees to the defiance V i c t o r y V o t e s
Hollywood but give it his blessing.
)
Most of us look upon trees as we of nature, they should be brought to lute in J1 mo nt hs ( .May 2", I
For just as an oil-well may be describ
T r e a s u r y » Vrt ideat es
see
themaccidental
diversifications
account. There is a righteous crop for I hie in v a r y i n g a m o u n t s in f r o m 1
ed as a hole in the ground owned by a
liar, Hollywood may be described as of the landscape, except such as we man in trees; but. the despoliation of
to in months.
a collection of bungalows and motion- happen to plant ourselves and in forests will sometime be corrected by W a r S a v i n g s Sec ur i t i e s
picture studios written about by a liar. which we may have a personal inter the most stringent laws that society I >ci e in pi mo nt hs i . I nnunrv 1, l :•2U. >
It is an actual fact that more lies est, even a love. I can fancy some can make and more attention will be
0.2
have been written about this dreary men who have set beneath tin* trees paid to the planting and the protec

the time of the maturity of th e First
L i b e r t y Lo an in R*47, not only all of the
w a r loans will have become pa ya ble but
prat Mealy all of tlm present inde bt ed 
ness of 2,'M billion dollars will have b e 
come pa ya ble.)

£ os3 of Appetite—
Th-t Tired Feeling

T h o u s a n d s t a k e H o o d ’s S a r s a p a r ’. da as the ir tonic m e d i c i n e fo r thu.0
t n v i ] fpt h:ig, : “lvotts w e a k n e s s , i m 
p u r e b l o o d , a n d e'.-tit’v t ha t it m a k e s
lk>'M :"<“ ■! V t l i - r , nt and -let p Letter.
H o o d '. ; 'M. '.'.oarii:.’. h a
Liven mi-

t::1* :ui '.'action :•> •!;:... omerations
' i 'ho t!'o;R
debility.
M :• •-tore-- to * m o .tin*,
*vps that
t " 'd teep.ng, eu n o: s ih • ,-vstem to
: * : -' Mice! i m p <i i - e a s e s .
i > "i s S a r s a p a r i l l a a i d s dige stio n
a m i m a k e s food taste g o o d .
A good
c a thartic is H o o d ’ s Pills.

‘Listen, son:
Some folks call this
w h i t t l i n ’ tobacco
old-fashioned, but
th e y don’ t know
where the honey i i ) ’*

WHAT UNCLE SAM OWES

JUST TALKS

desolate suburb of Los Angeles than that their fathers planted and seen tion of trees when the people more
S H E R I F F ’S S ALE
any other part of California. Only the pageantry of years of seasons fully understand that rains and food
S TATE OF MAI NE
the climate of this alleged “ sun-kissed
and go through their branches and clothes depend upon their exist C O U N T Y OF AROOSTOOK, SS.
State has been more misrepresented to an(* "ho, tor this leason. nave a per ence to a large extent. A. (J. S. in
Taken
this
8 th
day of
June.
1922, on tin execution
dated
the
Lewiston .Journal.
put it mildly, in the public prints. sonal interest in them.
LStli day of May, 1922, issued on a
But
how
many
of
us
look
upon
treos
And while I am on tin* subject of “ sunjudgment rendered by tin* Supreme
kissed” California. I want to explain as life. How many consider them as
Judicial Court at a term thereof begun
and held at Houlton within and for
why it is so called. To put it crudely of us and with us in everything ex
Reckless and careless drivers of au- said county of Aroostook on tin*
but. correctly, it is because the sun cept sentience, reason, spirit?
For trees have life, a breathing or- tombiles are to be know as "flivver- third Tuesday of April. 1922, to wit,
long ago kissed it “ good-by.”
They have everything that boobs" according to the decision reach on the tenth day of May, 1922, in
Yes, dear simple-minded readers, to ganism.
favor of Joseph E. Tarbell, of Dyer
have
except power of loco ed by the judges deciding tin* Ameri Brook, and Perb*y IP Tarbell and
any one who really knows Hollywood animals
and its inmates, the stories that have* motion and power of thought. They can Automobile Association’s contest Herbert J. Tarbell both of .Merrill,
in the county of Aroostook, copartners
been printed about its gay life are a have circulation; powers of digestion
in business under the firm name and
to
pick
a
name
describing
the
reckless
joke. The tragedy of it is that they and assimliation; sexual processes.
style of J. E. Tarbell & Sons, and
driver in ific same manner that "jay
The
tree
breathes
through
its
leaves.
are taken seriously.
against Maria Curt is, otherwise known
There is no more necessity for you The air goes in through the under walkin'" describes tin* can less pedes- as Marie Curtis, otherwise known as
to put on asbestos mittens or sprinkle side ot
h*aves through tiny opon- train. Tim name was suggest 'd by Marie Murphy and Robert L. Curtis,
both of Houlton. in said county for
this page with chorid of lime because in&s visible to the microscope and in
F. B. Simpson, of Coder Rapids, la. nineteen hundred eight dollars and
side
the
leaf
is
separated
into
its
com
this story is about Hollywood than
forty-six cents
($1908.46)
debt
or
who will recieve the $25 in gold off er
.damage and thirty-seven dollars and
there is for Eastern visitors in this ponent parts, oxygen and hydrogen,
seventy-nine cents ($27.79) costs of
wretched suburb to wear signs read nitrogen and tin* carbon dioxide is as prize by the A. A. A.
suit, and will he sold at public auction
used
to
build
the
leaf
structure
and
Mon*
than
in,
m
in
names
wer
*
sub
ing:
“ Not
in the Movies— Don’t
at the office of Doherty
Tompkins
the oxygen is thrown off into the air. mitted in tin* contest and the sugges in Houlton, in said county, on the
Shoot.”
In the first place, no one but an in You would be interested did you know tions came from all parts of the Uni 15th day of July, 1922, at ten o'clock
in tin* forenoon, to the highest bidder,
mate can take this bungalow Green more about the tree.
ted Stales. The committee se octet! the following described real estate
The
tree
has
a
circulation
just
as
wich Village
seriously.
However,
and all the right, title and interest
that is no reason why it should be fine and intricate and as wonderful in to pass on the suggestions conusted which the said Maria Curtis, other
maligned in public prints. Hollywood a way as that of a man. The sap is of Col C. (). Sherrill, head of Public wise known as Mari** Curtis, otheri3 simply that part of Los Angeles in drawn from the finest rootlets to tin* Building and ( ’.rounds., Washington, wist* known as Mari** Murphy, has or
had in and to the same on the 15th
which the majority of its motion-pic farther tips of tin* tiniest leaf a Dr. Frank W. Ballou, superintendent day of January, 1921, the time when
ture studios are located. Consequnt- strange and significant evidence of
tin* same was attached on tin* writ in
of Public Schools, Washington: In
tin* sann* suit, to wit:
Iy a third of its poplation— between life? In tin* center of tin* tree tfie
spector Albert J. Headley, head of
Two thirds in common and un
fifteen and twenty thousand souls— cells are practically asleep. They
the I). ( ’. Traffic Department; Charles divided of lot numbered twenty-nine
have
done
their
work.
Their
busi
are in some way connected with the
W. Semines, president of tin* Se nines (29) in tin* southwest quarter of tlm
motion-picture industry. At the pre ness now is to afford strength and
town
ot
Merrill,
containing
one
.Motor Co., and Isaac Cans, Prominent
hundred fifty-nine (159) acres more
sent time most of them are only con structure to the tree. But outside in
Washington business man.
or less, and being tin* same premises
nected with the studios by telephone— layers called cambium, life is very
Tin* contest attracted nation-wide described in deed from Benjamin B.
active
and
up
and
down
go
tin*
cur
but we’ll come to that later. Holly
attention and the answers we-e of Byron to Prank Murphy dated Nov.
wood is in no sense a city. It has no rents of life, all of tin* while every
many varieties, including some who 2, 1899, and recorded in the Aroos
took Registry of Deeds in Yol. 176
local government, no art galleries, cell alive and every atom responsive
declared that it would be impossible Page 271.
no museums, no institutions of learn to the work.
Martin Bawlis,
Tin* leaf is the laboratory, tin- work in describe a reckless and careless
ing aside from primary school and kin
Deputy Slmriff
driver in language that
would go
er;
tin*
stomach;
tin*
factory
of
tindergartens— nothing that makes the
22 1
through
tin*
mails.
The
prize
has
been
.slightest pretense to culture— civic or tree. Here the crude material is di
S H E R I F F ’S SALE
gested and transformed into subs forwarded to Mr. Simpson.
otherwise.
STATE OP MAINE
tance
that
is
carried
hack
and
depos
Its only restaurants are cafeterias
COU NTY OP AROOSTOOK. SS.
It
S H E R I F F ’S SALE
Taken
tin's Sth day
of
Juim.
self-serve tooth and jaw gymnasiums ited all along the tree in rings.
STATE
OF
.MAINE
1922, on an
execution
dated
the
where it is as fashionable to use a makes the layers of growth; it packs
CO U NTY OP AROOSTOOK, SS.
17ih day of May. 1022. issicd on a
toothpick in public as it is to leave the bark around it to prot-wt it: it
Ta ki-*i t!i;
M h day of
June, jitdgn eiit rendered by tlm Supreme
tie* .Judicial Court at a term thereof begun
the spoon in one’s cup. It doesn’t does all of this in tin* most bountiful 1922. on an <■x•■i■111 i<>n dated
boast of a single theatre except the and systematic way. This tree there 17th da;.' of .May, 1922. issued on a and 1eld at Houlton with,in and for
fore eats and drinks. And what els*- judgment rimdi'i'i'd by tlm Sup-enie saiii county of Aroostook on the third _
cheapest movie playhouses.
Judicial Court al a torn) thereof l>‘gun Tuesday of April. 1922. to wit on the
There are no evidences of any life it does you max seo if you will but and held al Ihmlton within and for
tenth day of May. i922. in favor of
follow.
— wicked or of the night variety- any
said count y ol Aroostook on the third the International Agricultural Corpor
It is said by-scientists that a tree Tuesday of April. 1922. to wit. on tlm ation, a corporation duly existing by
where within its precincts. If in tie*
throws
off in a single season into the t**111!l day of .May. 1922, in favor of law. and having an established place
daytime more than two people walk
the International Agricultural Corpor of business, to wit. Buffalo Fertilizer
abreast on Hollywood or Sunset Boule air over 5<w barrels of water that it ation, a corporation duly existing by
Works, .Maine Brandi, at Houlton. in
draws
up
from
the
ground,.
Often
we
vards— broad avenues that lead no
law and having an established ilaci* said county, and against A. G. Bryenwhere—the inhabitants mistake them seem to hnv" the notion that tp-es oi business, to wit, Buffalo Fer iuz.er toti. otherwise known as Allen G.
Works, .Maine Branch, at lloulioii, in Hr.venton. of Dyer Brook, in said
for a parade. And at night it is too serve us chiefly by preventin'.: tin* too
said county, and against Allen G. county, for Sixteen Hundred eightydark to see -anything. In fact no in rapid flow of water from rains; that Bryent on oi Dyer
Brook . in said t w o Do l l a r s a m i oi glit y-t hr< o 1 ; 1mate of this quiet suburb leaves bis their chief service is also to give count y
to
Five Hundred eighty- ($16' n2.52 »
( i o 111
ol
ilai mt
an d
c ont s
horn«* after sundown except, perhaps, shade and thus prevent too rapid nm* 1) d l a r a nd t went y-se\u*n r mts T i i i r t f o i l
to n
Do ■liars
and
evaporations and permit more <!••<]> l $5x 1.27 i he t or damage and Tiiir- ($12. 1n l t o s t s 1 1 1 suit . a n d w i l l 1•o Sohi
to buy an evening paper.
lei'll
Doll,'!! ; and
seven; y
e mts ;it p ,11) 1i i ■ a in ■l i o l : at Me
( :
ofii i o
Consequently its gay life
i t s seepage and penetration of water into i $12 .7o i tost: of suit, ;: nd will lie odd
D o l e ■My ,A Tt nn nk i m
ia Ho ■' i !: oti. i::
:11 public mi ■t i n : i a t
naughty, wicked gay life - is confined
tile
offi ce
o f sai d t o m t y, t O i lit' h i g 1:, •- 1 l» id.d.or, o a
! )i iIh i v W 'I’diii pk i im, i Houlton, in Mu' 15th til ay o ; J nl y 19 22 at 11■I! i
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
to its bungalows. But despite the fact
Whereas. Walter R. T y r e ! ! and -niil county, tu the high st hiddei1. on in tli " f o r o l l o o l ; . tin • I'•allow inn n -S< r i ...
that the attics and basements of these
I.i'wis ( ’. Tyrell both of Houlion. in tim 15th day of July 1922 at ten
bungalows are on the same floor, tins tin* County of Aroostook and St a t e of o’clock in tlm forenoon, tlm following ."1 r. •al o s t a t o a m! a 11 t ho i'i g|.t . MM"
a ml i n t o ! •ost w 11i *■! i tin* s aii 1 A.
G.
naughty, wicked night life in Holly Main**, by their mortgage *h*"d dated described real estate and all the right, B r y o n t o n . tit h o r w i s
k now n a •- A ll>'n
!
January 24, 1922, and recorded in tin* title and interest which tlm said Aden G. Bt"Vo 111on, !ms o r i :t*1 in a nd t o i I c
wood is not on the level.
( )t ■' o h o r ,
How did Hollywood get its bad Aroostook Registry of Deeds at said G. Bryeiiton lias or had in and to the s a i n o o i l ’ tin* 16th ( l a y i
Houlton in Yol. 222, Pag** 47k. con same on the 25> h day of October, 19211, 192n. t h e t i n e ■ wi n 'll t h " s;i nn • w a s
name? you ask.
veyed to Janies Archibald of Houlton tin* time wlmn tin* sanm was a t t a r m l a Mat hml
tin
wr i t
in
tin
-atm
Principally because one movie actor in said County, tin* following deserih- on the writ in the sa nm sui t, to wit : s u i t , t o w i t :
1. All that pai l, being a t riangi lar
- an overpaid, overfed, comedian who *>d real (‘state, to w.'t:
Bart of lot
1. All that part, being a triangular
didn't live in Hollywood— was eon- numbered thirty-nine (29) in tlm piece, of hit numbered seven ( 7 ) in piece, of lot numbered Seven ( 7 ) in

Real Smokin'/

Selected Kentucky Burley
picked in its prime and mel
lowed for years. Your pipe
will tell you the rest.

1

“ FLIVERB00B”

. .

...

riHl

de- said Dyer Brook that lies on the east
„ um. side of tin* Smyrna Mills and Island said Dyer Brook that lies on the east
side of the Smyrna Mills and Island
i„.rf»fj twenty-eight (28) according to Fulls road, containing twenty ( 2*) i Falls road, (outlining twenty ( 2 D)

r, south

nectert with the ..'.'Mental heath ot ,t
film actress in San Francisco, and an
unsolved murder mystery within its
borders focused the attention of the
♦ ntire country on its gelatin set.
Similar untoward happenings have
taken place in other environments,
but rarely has an entire community
been held up as a terrible example
because of them. Hollywood and its
movie set are .no more to lie condemn■♦'(I because Fatty Arhuckle was tried
,
, .......
iTor mans laughter and William Res-

division of

as (0,,0W„.

said

Houlton,

„ (ms,,

2. Tin* south acres more or less.
survey ami plan of village lots made acres more or less.
2. The south
tor Ald**n A. Green by John ( ’. ( arpen- half of lot numbered eight i m in said half of lot numbered eight (Si in said
ter, surveyor, in the fall of 1SSD, said Dyer Brook according to David Hai ms Dyer Brook according to David Haines
house lot being located on tin* south survey, containing eighty ( soi acres .survey, containing eighty G
acres
Being
Hie ssame more or less.
side of Green Street, so called, and more or less.
Being the
same
I*
being four (4) rods front on said street premises deeded to George H. Esta.premises deeded to George H. Estaua rd- hrooks bv (). F. Gerrv bv deed record
and running back thirteen ( 1 2 ) rods brooks bv (). F. Gerry by deed ne
south to the north line of the True- ed in tin* Aroostook Registry of Bt ds ed in the Aroostook Registry of Reeds
worthy Farm, so called; said lot being in Yol. 176 Rag** Bbt.
in Vol. 176 Page 120 .
the same premises conveyed to lit rslml 1 ?>. All that part of lot numbered
2. All that part of lot numbered
B. Ruth by ira E. Ruth by his war- eleven ( 11 ) in said Dyer Brook whirl) eleven ( 11 ) in said Dyer Brook which
ranty deed dated December 2otli, 1929, 'lies north of a line formed by extend- lies north of a lint* formed by extend
and recorded in flit* Aroostook Regis- ing tlm boundary lint* between lots ing the boundary lint* bt *tween ; lot s
‘
.
...
..
.
,
,
,
,,
. .
....
try ot Reeds, Vol. 22t, Page 64, and ; numbered mm* (9) and ten (ID) east- numbered nine (9) and ten (DM east
conveyed by said Herschel B. Ruth to , erly to Mm* east lim of said Rver erly to die east lint* of said Dyer
the said Walter R. Tyrell and Lewis Brook. Being tin*
Hie saint* premises con-■Brook.
Being tilt* same premises
*’• Tyrell by deed dated January 24 vt'.ved 11) George H. Estabroeks by |convoyed to George H. Estabrooks
1922, to which deed and record and all Shepard B. and Alonzo H. Haskell by j by Shepard B. and Alonzo H. Haskell
deeds and records therein referred to, their deed recorded in Vol. 197 Pago j by their deed recorded in Vol. 197
reference is had.
201 of said Aroostook Registry ot i Page 201 of said Aroostook Registrv
Now, therefore, the condition in Reeds.
1of Reeds.
said mortgage is broken by reason
Excepting and reserving from lit* | Excepting anti reserving from the
whereof 1 claim a foreclosure of the above eighty t'Slj) square rods deeded j above eigiitv (SO) square rods deedsame and give this notice for that to tilt* town of Dyer Brook by deed ed to the town of I)ver Brook bv deed
purpose.
recorded in Vol. 222 Page 252 of_said.JTcm-dc^ih, Vol. 222 Page 252 of said
Rated at Houlton this first day of Registry, being a part <>j\jffjs ing part of lots eight ( 8 )
( 8 ) and eleven1 t i n ;
June, 1922.
*
an d V lf' v t'n (11).

mond Taylor was mysteriously mtirtiered than the inhabitants of any
-other city in which sensational crimes
have been committed.
The Taylor murder mystery remains
an unusually interesting murder mys
tify. But William Desmond Taylor
was not a particularly important mem
ber of the local film colony, and then*
has never been anything to show that
his murderer was connected with tin*
movies. My own thory is that he com- 1
mitted suicide rather than remain it 222

James Archibald
By Bernard Archibald
Ills Attorney,

Martin Lawlis,
Deputy Sheriff
: 24

Martin Lawlis.
Deputy Sheriff
224

t

3-ounce
plug
L ljg ett & M y e r * T obacco C o

To Our Customers
HIS is to advise that we have been
appointed

by the State H i g h w a y

Department as an official

focusing

station for auto headlights.

W e are

prepared to give you

prompt

and

efficient service in this as well as all
other automobile troubles.

Ingraham’s G arag e
Heulton, Maine

u
fJcme a plate of

JONES’ PIC-NIC
SODA

BISCUIT

cm the tcdle EVERY meal*

A lunch - or meal — anytime.
bread.

Many folks relish it more.

butter, syrup or molasses.

A s staple as
Spread with

It hits the spot.

In a bowl of milk: G e e ! Whitaker! It's G ood!
W hen you buy JONES* PIC-NIC you will buy
especially good crackers - the product of over
100 years* experience.
A sk your dealer for JONES PIC-NIC.
F. L. Jones Co.,

Bangor, Maine.

F .L JONES

CO

PIC-NIC

fZ I
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The house was tastefully decorat
The Children’s Day concert which
were calling on friends in town last
NORTHERN MAINE
was postponed from last week on ed with potted plants and cut flowers.
week.
Mrs. Frank Baker motored to Mars account of the rain will be held next Refreshments of ice cream and cake
SANATORIUM TO OPEN
i
JW lrW
Sliiw Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock in-JJje.
United Baptist church.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Noble atten^d
^Mi\''"*He'VscTier S h a w ’ candidate for
Shortly after the ceremony Mr. and
The State has just completed ;hjn<i
the
commencement exercises of ABC. Mrs. Murphy left by ai/tjot'
Coimty
A
fton
i^
y
f
•
WaW
f
i
f
tdwri
F
r
id
a
y
* ! * ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................l u i m i i i i m i i n i i i n ............m i m i m i u M i i n i m m i i i m ...................................................... ................
I. at Mars Hill on Thursday, M-i;s. unknown for a wedding trip, after’ ^equfp^ed a new 40 bed pavilion aU^ie
in tiie interests
candidacy.
Haitford Astfe recently pur- Noble’s sister, Miss Ruth Rees,
Non hern
Maine
Sanatorium jjj at
‘ Subscribers,
bear i n brother Wendell Grant is a member
which they will reside in Littleton.
ol the graduating class.
_
1 chased a new iinick toftring car from a member of the graduating class./
^yesqfle
Isg.
his1
Uiiilding
witpjbe
mind that aW subscriptions are
Mr. and Mrs. \V. O Briggs left Fri
Friends of Mrs. S. H. Smith are ii0ljtilit*r
Fstabrooke, local agents,
I f
bpen
fff
t
h
^
inspection
of
the
putilic
V
E
payable in
4nd the pa sorry to learn that she liiaA been' ;\jr ^ ((i(K0I1 if Hussey of Mars Ilill day morning by auto for \VatervilI^.ip>
June 29, and will be ready for th^bcobliged to keep her bed, durnii; the j
Mr. 'Allen <V’’Wifsori£'bf Presque attend the commencement exerc,is$s
per will be discontinued at ex past week. Her condition rs
fs s o m e - . were Uusinoss callurs Jn towq at Colby college, their daughters It was oil tile 2Ntli of May
eupancy of patients the first of jljhly.
improved at thi^ -Writcing.
Gladys and Edna being members of A story I will relate
last week.
piration. Notice p f such expira what
^his hew pavilion is another ste£|;in
Mr. and Mrs. Clark of Lewiston.
Mc. Earl Antbbhy ‘ With ■his: motlier the graduating class.
I started off from Houlton
advance
in the great work that i$:betion will be sent out the First of 'Mrs. Syphers, Auburn, and lier daugh .and
On Tuesday at the home of Mr.'xiid
j)arl,y. of friends attended Jhe
^•j ing done in the effort to stamp,, out
ter Miss Ma belle Dearborn.- Batliv dimce at "■ Hither’s Grove, Linneus, j Mrs. Orie -Titeomb, a tin shower was |And^itrived at old Grande Lak<
each W nth.
were tin* guests of Mrs. Allred Futon Thursday night.
' given in honor of the approaching
,$1 tuberculosis in Maine.
i
^'■<' I
i
last week. They made the trip by' .AIiss .Marjorie Crandall, who has marriage df Miss HazeJ Briggs to Mr.
v1
. i Those who have visited the instjtu-^’he
auto.
'
‘ been training for a nurse at a hospital John Murphy’ - Over seventy >y,ere'
LETTER B
V j tions in Maine which have been built
Rev. Benj. Beatty of Wuterville,
: present ahd Miss Briggs r£eoiye<i Everything: was gay
Joe Mitchell was in Woodstock, X. who is holding special seWtces at the in Boston, is spending a few days almost everything needful in the Tin?* Nothing■to obstruct us
for Tuberculosis patients, or for those
vacation with her parents.
B., one day last week.
Free Baptist church, delivered the
; of tin ware.
Although taken com As, we rolled along the way.
, with a tendency toward tuberculosis,
June
Pratt.
Elizabeth
Grant
and
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Baccalaureate address to the graduat
p le te ly liy-surprise Miss Bi»i#gB liearfisay that Maine is in the very front
Horace Bragan on Friday, June 16th. ing class of Ricker in Houlton, Sun-' John Bell, second grade pupils in ly expressed her appreciation!room two at Oakfield Station, wepe on
Mrs, Will Bragan of the Niles Settle dav evening, June IS.
work of this kind, that . its
time and did not miss a day for.the ! An accident occurred Tuesday morn It has been sixty years since I trod ; rank
ment spent Friday with relatives here.
1buildings are well equipped, and that
ing 7 miles north of Houlton bn tlie ' ; this road
year.
Those
who
have
not
been
late
T. P. Packard of Houlton was a
or absent for the spring term are: State road when Mrs. Sears of Madi Not ail auto then to be seen
j the percentage of recoveries is very
caller here on Wednesday of last
Elden Stiles. Laurel Richards, Grace son lost control of her Overland car Oh what a great change there has • ar®e’ wb9e the wank throughout; the
W^6 )c«
The primary school closed their Armstrong, Lester Grant, Lola Crand- and ran into the ditch.'. She was ac
Mrs. Lester Eaton of New Limerick school year Friday last. ;
State compares most favorably With
•hII, Mildred •Sprague, Glenice Crand companied by Mrs. Vincent and daugh
been
is spending a few days with her sister
Miss Gladys Victory spent tin* week all and James Crandall.
|
that done in other states.
ter of Detroit, Michigan, who li;avc Since the days of six horse teams.
!
■1
Mr$. Horace, Bragan.
end with her parents at- Houlton.
] “ Lovetime” (a pretty title) is to be ■been visiting relatives in Caribou and
Uarl ......
ant} Mary
Gardiner.
Dorothy
.
^
t
..
Mr. O. J. Parsons of Patten, State'! presented at the Martin theatre, open Presque Isle ami were., returning to
Sullivan, and Lawrence ( arpenter ot fjoa<j j nspector, was. ip town one d a y ,
ing Saturday night, with Shirley : Madison. All were badly shaken up When we arrived there
H. H. S. are at their homes for the .
•
*
•Mason,
the Fox star wlio.se work is and Mrs. Vincent received some bad We were struct with surprise
summer Vacation.
The Baptism was again put off on
Like Queen of Sheba and Solomon
On account of the rain, the revival account of rain. It will be the next familiar through many successes. The cuts about the face.
.story narrates the experiences of a
services to be conducted by Bernard fair Sunday.
“ Lovely buildings dazzled our eyes'.”
Campbell—
T
ille
y
j*
dainty peasant maid of Savoy, both at
Patten of Houlton, will not begin until
Mr. and Mrs. Ames apd little daugh home and in that gay Paris. It is said
On Wednesday evening, June 14th.
Wednesday evening, June 21st.
ter Barbara went to Bangor by auto to be a romance as delightful in inci at 6.J0 o'clock Miss Alta Tilley and
The buildings are so well laid out
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Mr. au(j \ii-s. Harold Logie have
Charles S. Newcomb, our popular Monticello. The double ring service
gent, has accepted the posi- was used and the bride was attended
Miss Mary Hand visited relatives in been visiting with Mrs. Logie s parents , station age
agent at Presque Isle. Mr. by her cousin Miss Daphine Lunn
Houlton this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Weed in Gardiner tion as ag<
Kelley of New Limerick is the acting who wore pink georgette and carried
Mr. Hastings McGown attended the the past week.
Odd Fellows initiation in Danforth
Miss Nettie Stoddard, who is work- agent in his place. We are very pink carnations.
The bride was gowned in white
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with her sorry to lose Mr. Newcomb from our
Mrs. Edwin J. Fleming of Debec, N. ’ mother Mrs. Lizzie Stoddard a few town as all those who knew him or georgette with veil caught with
She carried a
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B. is spending the week with her days last week.
bridal bouquet of white carnations.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Thompson, i Friends of Mrs. Issac Bishop were very mud).
The bride and groom are among
All schools in Mars Hill have closed
A large number from this place at-1 sorry to learn of her sickness in the
tended the Commencement exercises Aroostook hospital, having an opera for the summer vacation. The High the popular young people of Little
School closed Wednesday. The gradu ton and have hosts of friends who '
of Houlton High School at the Temple tion performed for gall stones.
Harold Russell and Wendell Ruth ation following Thursday evening was unite in wishing them a prosperous
theatre, June 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Longstaff, the made a trip to Albion last week with a success. All those taking part did and happy married life.
Misses Marion and Dorothy Longstaff truck loads of furniture for Hamilton fine and deserve much credit. On
of island Falls and Miss Grace Ather Ruth who is moving his family there, Saturday the various classes went to
Nickerson Lake on their annual class
ton of Millinocket were dinner guests having bought a farm in that town.
Mr. and Mrs. Ollan Adams of Crystal outings. Although the weather was
of Mr. and Mrs. James Longstaff Fri
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Adams Sr. and Mrs. unfavorable all enjoyed themselves
day.
Mrs. Annie McGown gave a surprise Frank Bither and baby left Saturday with the various occupations at tin1
party June 14th in honor ot' the birth by auto for Waterville where they will lake.
day of her son Horace Hastings Mc attend commencement exercises of
Gown.
About thirty guests were Colby college as Mr. Asa Adams takes
LITTLETON
present. All enjoyed a pleasant even a prominent part.
.Mrs. Elizabeth Hare is the guest of
ing playing games. Refreshments of
her sister Mrs. J. A. Wolverton.
ice cream and cake were served. Be
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by
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Should be on band in
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Every home.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Mitchell motor Ladner.
J. K. Henderson, J. D. Ross and
Mrs. W. A. Gerow Is still on the ed to Calais recently.
WATKINS COLD
sick list.
Mr. Stillman Armstrong and son Maude A. Jenkins wen* in Houlton
Saturday to attend a joint school
Mr. Percy Perrlgo and family spent Vose spent Tuesday in Calais.
GRIP TABLETS
the week-end with friends at Smyrna
The stores in town closed Saturday committee meeting.
have
been found to bMrs. E. P. Titeomb and daughter
Mills.
afternoon during the funeral of Har
a valuable means of p r
and .Mr. and Mrs. Newell Titeomb
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Quint of Mill ley Price.
ventinjf colds and cou^ha.
inocket are spending a few days in
Miss Evelyn Prescott, teacher of went to Houlton Monday morning to
attend
the
Senior
last
chapel
at
R.
the primary grades, has returned to
town.
C. I.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E.church her home in East Corinth.
Bridgewater, Maine
L E O
T.
S P A I N
Mrs. Rockwell, nurse at A. H. Sher
have closed their sewing room for the
Miss Fern Thompson, who teaches
summer vacation.
in Mattawamkeag, has returned to her wood's, was called home to New
Brunswick by the death of her sister.
Mr. Oscar P. Benn of Colby college home for the summer vacation.
and Miss Marion Benn of Bangor
Mr. F. T. Carter of Fredericton, N. Mrs. Brewer is taking care of Mrs.
arrived home last week.
B., was a guest at the home of Mr. Clark until her return.
Mr. Forrest Royal of Colby has and Mrs. Chas. D. Kelly recently.
received the letter C for his efficient
The High School graduating ex
N otice of F ir s t M eeting of C red ito rs
work on the college baseball team.
ercises were held Thursday evening, In the matter of
Mr*. Henry Ingraham was aide to June eighth, in the Methodist church. Thomas I*. Howard
In Bankruptcy
ride a short distance and spend last
Miss Thelma Kellogg, one of the
Bankrupt.!
Friday with her son Roy Ingraham.
To the ereditors of said Thomas
I*
instructors at U. of M., has returned
Ellis S. Perrigo, R. C. I. ’23, received home to spend the summer vacation Howard of Caribou, in the county of
Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank
1st prise of the three prizes given by with her mother,
the Pioneer Publishing Company for
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. rupt.
the beat essays on the Peace Confer Blyn Price sympathize with them in
Notice is hereby given that on the
ence of Washington, D. C.
A.
D.
11*22.
the
the death of their son, Harley, who 15th day of June
June $th a reception was given Rev. died Wednesday, June 14, after a said Thomas I ’, Howa tel was duly
Nutter and family at Mayo hall. Ad lingering illness.
pt; and
that
the
Funeral services adjudicated bankrupt:
dresses of Welcome were given by Mr. were held at the home of his parents first meeting of creditors will
he
and Mrs. Cole of the Salvation Army, Saturday afternoon, Rev. W. E. Greene held at the office ofl Edwin L. Vail,, in
Deacon Libby of Amity and Rev. officiating.
of July,
A.
Houlton, on the 1st day
Deering mowers have a world-wide reputation for light draft.
DalzoJl of the M. E. church. R e s p o n s e -----------------D. 1922 at 10 o'clock in the forenoon at
This is because of the light but strong construction of the machine
which time the said creditors may a t 
Rev. Nutter. Refreshments of ice
tend, prove their
claims,
appoint
a
cream.and cake were served.
v
and the fact that ball and roller bearings aTe used where there is any
Miss Mary Callaghan spent Sunday trustee, examine the bankrupt and
great amount of friction. These features mean that the horses can
with her parents in Houlton.
j transact such other business as may
do a longer day’s work.
M0NT1CELL0
Mr. W. W. Townsend of Dyer Brook j properly come before said meeting.
Several from here went to Grand was a business caller In town Satur
hated at Houlton, June 16th, 1922.
Three Types of Mowers
Lake last Wednesday for a picnic.
day.
j
E D W I N L. V A IL,
On account of rain there was no
Mr. and Mrs. Don Perry of Houlton !
Deering mowers are made in three types: regular lift, vertical
Referee in Bankruptcy
dance in the hall Saturday evening.
lift, and giant or heavy^type. The table below shows the various sizes
James Hoyt moved his family into
in which each type is manufactured. The regular lift mower is so
the Howard Nelson house last week.
i
|
Howard Nelson left Friday for
called because the cutter bar can be raised to sufficient height for
Gardiner where he has purchased a
passing over ordinary obstacles in the field. It is the common type
farm.
of
mower used on most farms.
Rev. and Mrs. Lowell have gone to
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Are Your Feeds G ettin g

This will remind you
that we are carrying a
pretty full line of Feeds
and Floon W e expect
a car this week con
taining corn goods and
oats. CjWe will appre
ciate your business.

LAXATIVE
WAFERS

&

Ask the Watkins Retailer

A. H. Bradstreet & Son

D e e rin g M o w ers

A Strong Light-Running Machine

by

OAKFIELD

i P o tato Lands in F lorid a I

Bucksport to attend the graduation at
the seminary.
Gertrude Fletcher arrived home
Thursday evening from Colby to spend
the summer months.
Clarence Curtis moved from his
farm last week into his house in the
village purchased from W. C. McLeod.
Mlaa Neva Buck went to Pittsfield
Wednesday morning to attend the
commencement exercises at the M.
C. 1.
Mrs. C. F. Lowery went to Water
ville Saturday to attend the graduat
ing exercises at Colby. Her son Merle
is a member of the class.
The Children’s Day concert which
was to have been held in the Metho
dist church Sunday evening, was
postponed for two weeks on account
of rain.

NEW LIMERICK

6 months in the ideal winter climate of Florida.
6 months in the glorious summers of Maine,
t
| It is possible to make and market a crop of potatoes in both states
|
in one year.
j
-----------------------HOW? ------------------------| Ask for our Truck and Potato Bulletin 222. Our Citrus News Letters
i
have recent information regarding the Orange Business

The Ideal Life:

i

i,

»

j
j
j
]
j
i

I Loveland & Sheppard, Realtors, Palatka, Florida j

Vertical lift mowers are used where the cutting is extremely
rough or where there are a large number of trees, stones or stumps.
This is because the bar can be lifted to nearly a vertical, position and
the mower can pass close to an obstacle.

=5

Giant mowers are so called because they cut wide swaths
have extra heavy construction. The frame is wider, the wheels
higher, and have a wider face. The tread is 2 inches wider than
regular 2-horse mower. In other respects they are the same as
regular lift mower.
Made in the. Following Sizes:
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Bangor and Aroostook Cancels
Prepayment Order

.1

One-Horse
Two-Horse
One-Horse
Two-Horse
Two-Horse

regular life, 3^-foot
regular lift, 4x/z and 5-foot
vertical life, S^-foot
vertical lift, 4 ^ and 5-foot
Giant, 4.^, 5, 6 and 7-foot

Effective July 1st the present arrangement by which ship

Mrs. Ella Bates is visiting her pers have to prepay Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company’s
daughter, Mrs. G. L. Lougee.
I proportion of through freight rates, will be discontinued, and it
Mrs. Burt Johnson of Bath is visit-;
lug her sister, Mrs. Alfred Eaton.
j is not anticipated that it will be necessary to resume it unless
Mrs. Wendell Robbins and tw o . the Maine Central Railroad should again fail to make remit
children of Augusta are visiting her j
sister, Mrs. Elmer Ingraham.
| tance to the Bangor and Aroostook on the contract dates.
Leo T; Spain left Monday for Camp | Bangor, Me., June 19. 1922.
Devens where he will attend the
Percy R. Todd,
military school of instruction.
Miss Florence Ingraham spent last
President,
week In Houlton the guest of the
Bangor and Aroostook RR Co.
Misses Doris end Isabelle Mackey.
Mrs. Cecil Hatfield attended the
Ricker Commencement exercises. Her

and
are
the
the

For Sale by

N. C . M a r t i n
Oakfield, Maine
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